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1mmer; students may be on vacation but colleges keep making news

st 1

t ~PS)- School may have been out for most
us 1~ 12 million people who attend US
9 ~es but higher education news kept
?1un.in~ during the summer, nonetheless.
mg ducators sometimes use the summers to
mui,,e issues still undecided from the previous
parlwhile students are gone and, presumably,
ello~al pressures are lower, and this summer
75. Fto exception.
ll 23thile protest leaders said they were
pointed with turnouts at rallies at Indiana,
and Penn State, for instance a number of
uses_ the \Dliversities of H~uston,
is, Pennsylvania, Stanford, and Smith,

among others - sold off all or part of their
holdings in fim!s that do business in South
Africa.
"Schools announce divestitures over the
summer when people are away. and are not there
to challenge them," said Josh Nessen of the
American Committee on Africa, which helps
organize anti-apartheid rallies in the US .
Still other kinds of national college news
broke as a kind of denouement to the events of
'86-'87.
Amy Carter, daughter of ex-president Jimmy
Carter and the center of a celebrated trial con
cerning her participation in an anti-CIA sit-in,

was suspended by Brown University for failing
to keep up her grades.
On the. other side .o f the poli~cal spectrum,
Accuracy in Acadenua, formed in 1985 to
identify "liberal" and "marxist" professors by
asking students to ~te reports on the~, agreed
to retract an all~gallon that the Sparta:~st
~a.gue, a M~1st group',,encouraged the
.
killing of ~Ii~ officers.
More significant news, events which affect
all students, broke, also:
US Secretary of Education William
Bennett, long an advocate of reducing federal
student aid programs by as much as 45%,

annoWlced Education (DOE) Undersecretary
Bruce Carnes, feared his cutback proposals
provok~d hostility that, in tum, turned Congress
off to his efforts to alter campus coursework,
tame tuition increases and locate student loan
defaulters.
The Reagan administration will send its next
education budget to Congress in January, '88.
In related news, the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges reported that
federal support for two-year colleges dropped by
16.9% from fall. '85 to fall, '86.
In addition, about 40% of the nation's

See "Undergraduate" page 6
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Vhissen steals show
~REN SMITH
es & Enteftainment Editor

!Standing faculty were recognized and the
ly act<>f Wright State University addressed in
nts wfday's convocation for the 1987-88
d thrmic year.
t recolversity President Paige Mulhollan
les ln nted his "State of the University "speech,
er yeating attention to the aspects of the 1986-87
ding twhich will have the greatest implications
of le future ofWSU and rhe surrounding
ugh. gnunity. Among these is the completed
not llkion statement for the university, declaring
or ommitment to become "an imminent
ey arf>politan lDliversity."
d of. minent is what supplies the dream (to
Great me a metropolitan university)," Mulhollan
ect "And it is dreams, not desperation, that
ourars an organization. I believe that this is a
I as to'IY dream."
11hollan drew attention to the fact !hat an
•
allers1asing number of Americans are engaging
they ~her education, and 20% of the degrees

1 AID~rsities.
accorfhe last year, WSU made several contribu
expertl to the Miami Valley area, including the
t Its m Center, now known as M-Tech, and rhe
lfucate,~nal Labor Management Center. In
ulace. JIOO. a proposal was submitted to obtain the
sprerut~ For Applied Artificial Intelligence, a
d not ct into which the United States Air Force
ds to invest $10 million. The award for this
eslden ty should be determined within the next
nslderal weeks. Mulhollan is confident the
ber or"sal will be "judged a winner.'•
, not n~jor focus for the 87-88 academic year,
e witllrdmg to Mulhollan, will be "enrollment
progra.ilger:nent,'' a term he indicated would be
ConnJed m many ways. "At its base, enrollment
and -1gement is nothing more complicated than
4:30alllformed concern for students and instruc
n mosll quality," he said. Just as businesses must
most 111ncemed about their customers, so must a
34 yeaf!rsity, he explained. "We need to express a
UkeJyiCmed, caring attitude toward the students.' '
dabblll

~

~w:d~

continue to grow and expand at a quickening
pace, and the community should "be prepared"
for such a pace. "I believ~ in the dream, arid I
want you to believe in it, too. Inject it with
excitement and enthusiasm.
'The outcome of the dream depends on the
excellence of the faculty,'' Mulhollan added.
That excellence was recognized in awards of
outstanding performances in teaching, research
and professional service.
Twenty faculty members were honored for
their contributions in these areas with Presiden
tial Excellence Awards, which are determined
by peer selection. Three awards for teaching
excellence were given, five for research, four for
professional service and six for outstanding
faculty members.
Four of the most prestigious awards given by
the university were also presented at the
convocation, the three Legs of the Stool awards
and the Outstanding Overall Faculty Member
award. For teaching excellence, Terry A.
McKee of the College of Science and Mathe
matics was honored; award for excellence in
research went to Gordon B. Skinner of the
College of Liberal Arts received the award. The
Outstanding Faculty Member for 1987 was
Thomas R. Whissen, professor of English in the
College of Liberal Arts.
Whissen's success has covered a wide range,
from composing the music for the WSU alma
mater to performing at Mulhollan's inaugural
celebration. He is a published author, a pianist,
an honored professor and an acknowledged
humorist. "WSU is the kind of place that
encourages you to do all it takes to win awards
like this,'' Whissen said.
"Initially, when I became a teacher, I wanted
to become everything else buJ,'' Whissen said.
'Then I found out I could be everytlling else
and.."

"WSU provides a wcrld of outreach... and a
great deal of support. That can be moral,
professional and financial. They always meet a
scholar more than half way. Wright State has
been very good to me," Wh issen added.

Students decide they need that education and get comfortably numb waiting in
line, while they wonder, "is there anybody in there?"
Staff Photo.
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fu_gress report on Nutter Center

•

Construction at Nutter Center turns up new dirt Mike

•
:

Join the Sears Family 
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:
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:
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II:
:Flexible Hours - No experience necessary:
: Apply Sears Dayton Mall - any hours :
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•
:
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i
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Sweats n Things
T-Shirts, Sweats, Hats,
Socks. Custom Design
Team Lettering,
Create your own T-Shirt
Fraternity I Sorority
Open 7 days
Mon - Thurs 10 - 9
Fri - Sat 10 - 10
Sun 12 - 6
We carry all sizes!

where Wright State's basket
ball games will be played and
health physical and recreation
classes and other activities will
be held. Everything which now
takes place in the present
facilities, the P.E. Building,
except for the swunmmg poo
will be moved to the new
center.
What will actually be
constructed was determined in

Bv Harry G. Knight

Associate Writer
The Ervin J. Nutter Center
project is now in the actual
development of construction
plans, according to Robert
Fenning, Director of Planning
and Institutional Research.
The Nutter Center will be a
multi-purpose type building

ABC Books moves in to compete
with Wright State Bookstore
By Mike McClure
Special Writer

school year.
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The Daily Guardian is in
dire need of reporters,
photographers, lay-out
technicians, copy editors,
typesetters, and just about
anything else that you can
think of.
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The Nutter Center proloclat
being handled differentlfee Y
the construction of somee Bru
campus buildings. A coi- Str
lion manager is being h.U0 ~ the
co-ordinate the job. This bin~
will suggest certain buil~ his
materials for durability, tique'
appearance and price. 'fh'.·" .
. manager. w1.unbm
construction
•
hine, r

see "Polllical", page and
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•
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WSU offers new maJo~::M
.av Harry G. Knight
Associate Writer

ABC will sell and buy
back 100 level books for
fall quarter, 200 level for
winter quarter, and 300
level for spring quarter. By
the end of the school year,
ABC will have a complete
sel~tion of text books.
Also, if a group has an
interest in a particular book,
ABC can special order it.
In addition to text books,
ABC handles drafting
supplies, art supplies,
notebooks, and other school
accessories at reasonable
prices.
ABC is located at 2604
Col Glenn Hwy., across the
street from Wright State and
is now open for business.
Questions regarding certain
books may be answered by
calling 429-2700.

Wright State students now
have a choice when it
comes to buying and selling
back books.
ABC Books & School
Supplies, one of many new
businesses located in the
University Shoppes
shopping center, handles
text books and other
materials compatible with
Wright State University.
According to the store
manager, Ashly McGinley,
1 ABC will have a "continu
ous buy back policy" on
books purchased from WSU
Bookstore as well as ABC
Books & School Supplies,
and will pay up lo 50% of
the original price. Students
will now be able to sell back
books anytime during the

late spring.
"We already have the
building design we want and
are in the process of laying out
such things as labs,.cquipment
cabinets, counters, shelves,
plwnbing and electrical for
bidding by subcontractors",
Fenning said.
The first package of bids are
lo be awarded in the next
several weeks.

Wright State University will
offer a new undergraduate
major starting Winter Quarter
1988. The new major called
Management Information
Systems (MIS) will be offered
through the College of
Business and Administration.
As with the seven other
majors the College of Business
and Administration offers at
the undergraduate level, the
new major will have course
work in these categories:
general education require
ments, business core require
ments and major requirements.
The core requirements will
consist of foundati on courses in
all the primary areas of
business ~uch as accounting,
finance, economics, marketing,
rnanagement, and management
~cience. Courses in computer
science, m ath , Eng l'1sh , and
business ethics are also
included in this category.
The key areas to be covered

in the MIS major are buJSed .
systems analysis, businer~ Sp~&
systems design and deveV s, gi
ment, data communicationgs
networks and distributed :losest
processing, data struclurc0 kno
data base management syerSome careers available ory D
· el to
gr ad uates w ill be busmeS!
application programmingn&~lo
business application anal)
'The new major will he.old ou
. n eed f or pers:r Tour
the growmg
.m quantitative
. . and comr
nted,,to
based methods," Kwnar ~!"· 5
"The major will provide mg 0
specialized knowledge wtB~ce
increasingly demanded llf:u'g ~
industry.Most businesses th";1
to analyze large amounts h S
information to remain sd ,andpr
. .

"

l

compctiu_ve.
know.
According to Kumar, J,1
1989 will be the earliest d
and MIS major can expec
graduate. Interested stude
are asked to complete a fc
which is available in 110
Hall.
History, anlhropology, r

See "Coordinate", po

~---------NEED ·A ROOMATE?
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
The Off-Campus Housing Kiosk, located acn
from the bookstore, has roommate listin
rental listing, apartment guides, maps and m
to help you fing housing for the academic ye

I
1
I
I for more information, stop by the
I '•
I · Office, 042 University Center or call
873-4172.
.I
1
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;tory Days" provides ar1 upclose view of life around The Boss
irt Mike Sakal
llter profoclate Writer
£ferent!fee years have passed
of somee Bruce Springsteen and
. A coi- Street Band embarked on
ing hiiof the most attention
b. This bing concert tours in rock
. buiIJI history. Since that tour a
bility, tique has risen around "the
·ce. Th'·"
ager. wi~bing a~ard his sleek
hine, racmg out of Greasy
I", page and over the Jersey stale
Springsteen has driven
;elf straight into the heart
merica's spectrum of
•
Qnate popularity.
1ve Marsh's recently
are busfSed book, Glory Days ,
busineie Springsteen in the
d devel)' s, gives the serious
runicationgsteen follower Pf'.'bably
tributed :losest chance he will ever
tructurco know the Jersey-Shore
ment syer-turned-household-name.
~vailableory Days is Marsh's
~ businesiel to his 1981 best selling
rammingngsteen book, Born To .
~on analy Glory Days opens dunng
r.r will he.old out arena shows ?f The
~ for pen:r Tour an~ c~?ses w~th the
~d compted to the nm Born m
Kumar 5A." stadium shows,
~rovide ing one question: What
ledge w1Bruce do next after his
anded bf.bing success of the 1984
sinesses Bom in the USA Tour?"
ounts the book, it is apparent that
sh, Springsteen• s long-time
1d and confidant, doesn't

aJ

~

I

umar, Ji' know.

Definitely the most touching
md sincere side of Bruce is
shown in every city when he
makes generous cash donations
to worthwhile causes such as
the homeless, food banks,
support of factory workers, and
the Vietnam Veterans
Association during concert
intennissions.
• Marsh dwells on various
''Born in the USA" concerts
throughout the book and on
Bruce's home-spun storytelling
before some of his songs. Two
of Bruce's noted storytelling
classics are before the "The
River" and his skit of The
Garden of Eden and the used
car lot before "Pink Cadillac."
The stories which stem from
Springsteen's days of youth
and rebellion seem to intrigue
Marsh because of Springsteen's
ability to tell the true stories
with a little different twist each
time or add something to them
that he didn't remember before.
My favorite part of the book
tells how Springsteen very
successfully eluded the media
to have a private wedding
ceremony with model Juliarme
Phillips. After several nights of
staking out Julianne's parents'
home in Lake Oswego,
Oregon, reporters were cheated
out of the wedding scoop when
Bruce, Juliarme, friends, and
relatives sneaked out the back
yard, into another neighbor's
back yard, making it to the

church of time.
The book also gives a
detailed sketch of the
previously unknown reason
behind the making of the 1982
"Nebraska" album. Springsteen
was at a period of emotional
frustration. He was lonely and
not sure of what to do with
himself. After a lot of serious
thinking at his Los Angeles
home, Springsteen recorded the
dark, dingy, doomsday songs
of the album with just and
acoustic guitar and
harmonica.When it came time
to refme the music, it was hard
to see where the E Street Band
would fit in, so it was more or
less a solo project in which
Springsteen grew in his singing
and songwriting abilities.
Even Springsteen notes in the
book that he considers the
songs on the "Nebraska" album
some of the best he• s ever
wriuen.
The book is a piece of work
that has been worked on
diligently by its author.
Originally to be released in the
fall of 1986, Marsh persuaded
publishers at Pantheon to hold

off on the book's publication
due to the release of the 5
album set, Bruce Springsteen

and t~ E Street Band Live
1975-85, because it would

power and persistence with
rock-n-roll music has really
mattered. His music can make
you dream, and have endless

alter the book's ending.
The release of the 5-album
set really didn't alter much of
anything. The book, released in
the spring, leaves the reader
wondering when, and
sometimes if, Springsteen and
the E Street Band will resume
M~lcing their music.
The only thing really missing
is Springsteen's authorization
of the book. Marsh, being in
the music circle for many years
as a critic, has become
accustomed to respecting
Springsteen• s hell-bent desire
for privacy. This is very
evident throughout the book's
pages.
The book is good. Tough the
bibliography is extensive and
impressive, showing the great
amount of research that was
done, it is a bit cumbersome.
For this reason, I grade out the
book at an A-.
Marsh is successful in
showing that Springsteen's

hope without losing your touch
with reality. It does make a
difference.

See "Boss", page 20
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(EDITORIAL/OPINION)
DUI editorial stopped short, people deserve CORRECT facts
Dear Editor;
Philip E. L. Greene's article, "Scare tactics won't work with
DUI chances - be reasonable" in the Au~ust 12, 1987 edition
was good as far as it went However, he stopped short on some
important points and provided some seriously incorrect informa
tion on others. As a 10 year veteran police officer, I feel the
public needs to be made aware not only of the serious nature of
DUI, but also with the CORRECf information about the
penalties.
First of all, Greene stated "Ohio has a law, called the DeWine
Law, which states that, if you are stopped for DUI you are
required to submit to a breath-a-lyzer". This is partly correct, but
should actually state that you must submit to a chemical test
(either blood, breath or urine) as designated by the officer. He
funher stated "Failure to do so results in an automatic conviction
for the charge. This. while completely unconstitutional is,
nevertheless the law as it now stands and the law with which we
must deal". Nor CORRECI', Mr. Greene. It you do not take the
test as requested. you are Nor automatically convicted of DUI.
You do however, lose you license for a year under the section of
Ohio laaw (sic) known as Implied Consent When you get your
license in the State of Ohio, you agree in advance to submit to a
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chemical test whenever requested to do so by a police officer. A
reason. His driving was erratic to the point that he either had :cor
small price to pay for the PRIVILEGE of operating a motor
accident, or attracted the attention of a police officer. Even afcto
vehicle, wouldn't you say? The penalty for refusal is a one year
he is stopped, there may be other reasons, such as illness or j~ra
license suspension administered by the Bureau of Motor Vehicles inattention, for his poor driving. He is given the chance to ram
coordination and balance tests at the scene to test his general tbs
in Columbus. This, like the DUI charge itself is appealable,
however. You must still go to court for the DUI charge, regard
condition. Not all drivers stopped for DUI are actually arrcst1m
less of whether or nor you take the test. And don't think that
And contrary to public opinion, fostered by such articles as fwe
refusing the test (and denying the police a piece of evidence) will Greene's, not all police officers spend their entire tour of du~lis
make a DUI impossible to prove. Dui (sic) cases were being filed
looking for DUI's. Considering the amount of traffic on the Tt:ia
(and proven) long before the breath-a-lyzcr ever came along. So
the other calls we have to handle and the time we have to WCng
where, Mr. Greene is the issue of constitutional rights?
"just driving around", it's not suprising (sic) that most DUI'sch
As to the penalties, Mr. Greene paints a rosy piclure. A DUI
\Uldetected.
ties.
costs quite a bit more than $150 to $350 and three days of your
Like Mr. Greene, my purpose is not to scare people out of
time. The fact is, DUI carries a maximum fine of up to $1000 and DUl's. That is a personal decision. However, they need to b!urrn
1
6 months in jail, plus a possible license suspension of up to 3
aware of the legal as well as physical and emotional consequences of a DUI. llley also deserve to be given only the iers
years. Quite a different slant than Mr. Greene delivered. The
penalties above are for first time offenders. They go up considera CORRECT information about what they can expect from the ec
police and the courts. That, Mr. Greene, is what responsible ;kill
bly for repeat offenders. Along with this is the additional cost of
or
high risk insurance, alternate transportation. and the possible loss journalism is all about.
oal
of a job. Finally, Mr. Greene stated ''The odds are really on the
L.A.
en
side of the police that they can randomly stop 17 .58 intoxicated
10-year veteran police oi;i~g
drivers per night ..."There is nothing random about it Every
(department name withheld by rcqlllID
driver stopped because he is believed to be DUL is stopped for a
sco

End of summer or the start of a new ye
>ea

By VANCE WISSINGER, JR.
Editor
Another school year begins. And only you, the people to whom
you said, "Let's do that," and didn't do that, and your conscience,
know what didn't get done over the summer. I have my own list
that didn't get done. One item on the list is swimming. One
summer not too long ago I used to make sure I swam in the
Stillwater River above the West Milton dam at least once a day.
And I even walked through the woods to get there.
Yes, I have my list Once I said it was my "didn't have time for"
list, but at some point in my life it was renamed the "didn't make
time for " list Changing one word gave me a new perspective on
my attitude about myself that seems somehow connected to the
items on my list
Another item on my list is going to visit a dear friend who lives
in Colorado. He and I have a strong history of experiences behind
us that goes back to second grade. As freshmen at Miami
University, we found out being roommates wasn't the best idea
we had ever had. I think we discovered that some changes are
best made alone or in the company of new friends. I would spend
a hard day in Oxford, learning new facts or ideas, meeting new
people, developing new ways of relating to the world, and then
I'd go back to Anderson Hall and walk in on who I was from high
school standing right there in the way my friend clasped his arms
across the front of his chest and shook his head. 0. K., I probably
crossed my arms and shook my head a few times when he came

Terms of Advertising
The Daily Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject, or
disapprove any advertising copy in accordance with any present
or future TM Daily Guardian advertising acceptance rules.
Advertising that intentionally advocates sedition or other illegal
ltctions', olates normal standards, or attacks an individual' s'
wortli on the basis of race, nationality, ethnic group, sex or
religion is prohibited.
Appearance of advertising in The Daily Guardian should not bC
used to infer the staff supports or condones the use of the
products or services mentioned therein.

through the door. Actually, we nearly killed each other by sfe fi
Even though it wasn't the first or last time we nearly did eiy r
other in, it was a friendship that continued and that I now bone
choose to continue; just being responsible to the way I feel. !its
this is where the "didn't make the time for" list intersects my tui
"didn't make enough money for" list After all, my goal is J s
graduation, right? Money for tuition and all. And I do have ddis
new job and staff and production system to get acquainted wid I.
It is this implied dangling logic of "when I'm done" that I .
·
· to re al"1.ZC can kill me. I r eali ~ th ere are items
now starting
a,lion
list that never will get done. If I want my self to continue wil s a
0
in a comfortable way, I need to be responsible to my self. I r>er
to make time and see that my list isn't mostly personal items
Geuing the work done for other people and then carrying
list aro\Uld like a book bag full of guilt or regret won't don
need to take the occasional walk in the woods. Still, I can't I
my new-found freedom as an excuse to be lazy or to stick WI
the safe ways that I already know. I have to take some risks;
myself and my abilities.
The first step to the trees is saying, "this is what I feel ," or
is what I need;" maybe "this is what I want." Learn to speak
communicate.
So, because I feel like walking in the woods this coming
SWlday without worrying about the editorial page, I need yo.
know that The Daily Guardian is your forum for communicl
I want you to think about what you feel and then communiel

Letter Policy
The Daily Guardian encourages letters from its readers, and
print them without altering content or intent. However, we
reserve the right to edit letters for space limitations.
Letters to theEditor must not exceed one and a half double·
spaced typeWritttn pages.
Leners must be exclusive to The Daily Guardian and signed
name, class rank and major, staff position or occupation;
unsigned letters will under no circumstances be printed. Pl~
include address and telephone number for verification of
authorship.
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~"'1hild

care center opens

~

Gerry Petrak: advisor, investigator, and,,..... referee

week. Parents have a variety of
~N~a!.!nc~y~Po~tts:=------ programs and sessions to
-cial Wrtter
choose from. There are full day
·e you a working parent or
ent looking for quality
l care? Then you should
ider Mini University,
;ht State University's Child
clopmcnt Center.
er had,cording to Mini University
ven alctors Julie Thurman and
ess or j~ra Hoy, the Center offers
to talrarns for children aged 18
eneralths through I2years.
arrest1man said the programs are
les as ~ed to meet the standards
of dut:>lished by the National
n the rciation for the Education of
to ~~g children and are geared
t DUI'sch child's age and
ties.
out ~urman indicated a "hands
to tpproach will be used by
nse 1ers to promote children's
the
.ectual growth, education
mthe
ible ;kill development in both
or and outdoor classrooms.
oal is to actively involve
A. oer;ren in the learning process
lice 0~ing their senses and
by rcqming physically involved
scovering their environ
0

a

~ center will operate
ray through Thursday
6 am. to 6 p.m. There
>e a fee of $25 per family
by sfe first year and a $1 O

y did cay renewal fee. If more
now !atone child is enrolled,
I feel.Sits will be entitled to a
my tuition discount. while
al is J students are eligible for a
have ddiscount when presenting
. ted wid 1.D.
"that I•
items a~ion will be based on the
. uc wd s age, program and
self. 1Dier of days attended per

e risks;
eel," or

rs,

and

er, we

ombudsman, Book Co-op
manager, Election Commis
sioner, and 160 other student
organization officers in
university policy and proce
dures.

Gerry Petrak has settled
comfortably into her position
as Assistant Director of Student
Development at Wright State.
Coming to WS U was a
comfortable move as well.
I "I was looking for something
new in my career," said Petrak.
"Wright State had an opening
and I submitted my resume. I
feel that all my volunteer work
really helped me out in getting
this position. Because I had
worked with so many people
through my volunteer work, the
people oriented part of my job
was already taken care of;
that's almost half, which was a
large asset that helped a lot''
Petrak has been Assistant
Director of Student Development for six years. Her
responsibilities expand over a
vast range of Wright State's
activities and programs,
including directing campus
Leadership Programs,
maintaining fiscal responsibil
ity for student media and
advising the university

at 5 p.m. There is also a half
day session for preschoolers
beginning at 1 p.m. and ending
at 5 p.m., and a half day
kindergarten session beginning
at 8 am. and lasting until noon.
There are evening toddler and
preschool sessions from 4 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. as well as
kindergarten and elementary
sessions at the same time.
Children can be enrolled in day
sessions for as few as two days
or as many as five. Evening
session enrollment is from one
o four evenings.

Mini University began
classes August 31 with an
enrollment of 86 children and a
staff of 30. The teacher/child
ratio is well above the
minimum recommended by the
state of Ohio, Thurman
explained. For example: in the
18-24 month age group the
state maintains a ratio of 1:7
while Mini University has a
ratio of 1:5. The state ratio for
3-year-olds is 1:12 while the
Center has a ratio of 1: 10.

providing the cereal and the
Center providing milk, juice
and toast
Both Thurman and Hoy have
several years experience
working for national child care

Mini University provides
nutritious, well balanced
snacks, lunches and light
dinners for each child,
depending on which part of the
day the child spends at the
Center. Thurman also said they
will provide partial breakfasts
on requests, with parents

facilities. Hoy has a degree m
elementary education and
Thurman has a degree in
music, while working on
Masters in education. All lead
teachers at the Center hold a
four year degree in either early

fall quarter of 1981, but before
that I facilitated course work
and participation experiences
of undergraduate students,
prepared written procedures for
implementing microteaching
experiences and many other
things along those lines,'' she
said.

"I enjoy my job because it's
very challenging,'' Petrak said.
" I get to use all of me. All my
characteristics and knowledge
are used every day, and in that
way it doesn't bore me. For

Petrak's aid to WSU doesn't
end here. She is also a member
of twenty different committees

example, part of my job is to
investigate and render
decisions in student discipli
nary matters. This mearis that
I'm on call 24 hours a day. If a

and associations including the
Commencement, Student
Media, Ombudsman Advisory
and Orientation Advisory
committees, as well as holding
the office of President of the
Beavercreek Jayceeues and
teacher of courses in persbnal
dynamics, leadership dynamics
and cornrnunications.

theft or accident happens on
campus, I'm the second person
they get in touch with. So in a
very short period of time, I
must make a decision. Because
of that, I'm always on the go,
always working."

She also holds memberships
in nine different organizations
including the American and
Ohio College Personnel
associations, the Program
Planning Committee, American
Association for Counseling and
Development and the Associa
tion of Fraternity Advisors.
Over her career at WSU

Petrak has also served as an
instructor in the College of
Education and Human
Services, as well as a ~raduate
assistant
"While I was there I
instructed a teaching strategies
class during the summer and

ment.
The Mini University is open
to children of faculty, staff,
WSU students and the general
public. It is located on an acre
of land off Kauffman Rd. and
along WSU's Main Rd., south
of the soccer field. For more
information on specific

And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
a a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you 're part ofa health care
system in which educational and
~
career advancement are the rule,
·'
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Anny officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Anny Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or.oill•tolUret!··l"'800-USA..'J\R,M1{ ' ··" •• 1,.,,.,•1
· .,
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Petrak has witnessed and
helped with many changes.
"One interesting thing about
the job," stated Petrak, "is the
way I occassionally play
referee when one group has a
conflict with another. This is
where I step in and decide who
is wrong and who is right This
is why, and I would like to
stress it here, that it is impor
tant that dependable and
mature group leads arc needed
in all the groups. This way,
everyone's job gets done much
easier."
''The changes I have seen
here al Wright State," said
Petrak, "have made the
Student Development branch
more structured. It is a lot
easier to get things accomplished and the paperwork
flows a bit more smoothly now.
For example, when I first
began working I was doing the
Student Orientation, then as the
program grew, as well as my
responsibilities, someone else
took over the task. This change
expanded our services (and)
eased pressure.''

childll.ood, child development,
Thurman or Hoy at 873-4070.
programs and fees, contact
elementary education or other . - - - - -........,......--~....,.,...,,,,,......,.....,,.,...,..........,.....,._ _ _ _ _ _...,,
related degrees with back
ground studies in early
childhood or child develop-

,•

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE~ARMY.

I ,.

·on;
ted. Piel
nof

By Matthew Main
Associate Wrtter

programs available for
toddlers, preschoolers and
kindergartemers. Toddler and
preschool programs begin
between 6-8 a.m. and continue
until 5 p.m. Kindergarten
classes begin at 8 a.m. and end

s
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAM BE.

The
BetteJ'TM
Ball Point Pen 89•

Whatever the assignment, Pilot has the fonnula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact,
we've made writer's fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, you'll never
throw it out because it's refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier O.Smm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eljrr;nate the t'ru$tra,t:ion of!ead
,
.br$kage. The Pencilier'sjumboeraserti~ th\?-jol:id&'n1y'Wi\tle'' ".Jn.•~
the: ribbed grifl..offeis.the safue cmnfbrtaithe Better BaUPoirtt Pen:- .: :-/
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today ...The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pencilier.
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Modest cut
ConHnued from page 1
undergraduate students and
50% of graduate students may
lose all or part of their
eligibility for student loans this
fall, said Michael Novak, head
of the University of Teus at
Austin's financial aid office.
- Trylnc to preveat
another round of ncial
incidents dt11 plagued the
universities of Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Massdtusetts,
California at Los Angeles.
Georgia and Tufts, among
about doz.en other campuses
last sprint,~a-gloup of college
presidentS promised to
investigate the cause of the
tensions.
The Washington, D.C.

based American Council on
Education said it would release
its findings this fall .
Northampton (Mass.) Judge
Alvertus J. Morse, meanwhile,
sentenced seven white
University of Massachusetts
Amhcrst (UMass) students to
undergo counseling for "race
sensitivity" and perform some
"oonununity service" as
punishment for beating a black
UMass student in October, last
year.
- A year after the
cocalne~elated death of
University of Maryland
basketball star Len Bias
inspired tougher drug policies
at scoJCS of campuses, more

than 1,000 colleges failed to
give the US OOE proof that
they had installed some sort of
drug prevention program by the
deadline of June 15, 1987.
Theoretically, any college
that missed the deadline would
mike their students ineligible
to receive federal student aid
this fall (WS U has a drug

tutU.g program for Us athletes
---«I.).
Stanford University
officially requested the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) to excuse
it from making its athletes take
tests proving they are not using
illicit drugs, while an anony
mous University o f Washing

ton athlete tJueatened to sue if
she was forced to join a drug
tcsting program.
'
Ironically, University of
TCMcssce assistant basketball
coach Bill Brown resigned two
days after Sacramento,
California police arrested him
on cocaine possession charges.
Also, while First Lady,
Nancy Reagan chastised the
Jl.U\e meeting of lhe National
High. School Athletic Coaches
Association in New Orleans for
ignoring student drug prob- t
lcms, University of Aorida
officials said student Edward
Kellie Quest died of inhaling
too many nitrous Ollidc
canisters, called "Whippets."

- Women still hold
lower-level, lower-paying jobs
than men in college class
rooms, the Women's Research
and Education Institute charged
in July.
At the current rate of
increase, the group said, there
will not be an equal number of
female and male college
presidents until the year 2070.
In June, New Jersey
ordered Princeton's all-male
"eating clubs" to admit women.
while two University of
Arimna female students sued
the Bobcats, an all-male
honorary society, for refusing
to admit them last fall .
Elsewhere, the first male
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Pur·
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Au!(ust I~. lY87. and (ktober 31.
l!lll7. Se<· ~·our loc:al HP dt'aler
f<.-detaiL<n11d offic.'ial redemp·
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ule will 1"' "'""in 1; . 11 week:

Continued from pag
co-ordinate all the ditfere
contractors bidding on th
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work are to be awarded ui:f
January. The foundation
should start in the spring · :.,
1988 depending on the
·
weather. The entire proJi:. ·
be completed in the Fall a'' .
1989.
•
There are numerous dill.
groups who have been
coordinating operations
the beginning and will be· :
continued until the comp4,::;''
of the project.
L
" Last year was the perio-'
time when we underst ((
the function of the buildin?f
would do for Wright Sta~:@:
This year we will be conc(j'
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done in order for sub-con
tors to perform necessary
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done where the actual bui:::,:,.·
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excavated below grades ai@•

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard cal
culator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
onlv have better func
tions. They function
better. Without stick
ing keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calcula
tors at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more built·
in functions than any
one else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plug
in, menu-driven ROM
was designed spe
cially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calcula
tors with the rest. By
midterm, you' ll see
what a deal this is.

I
I

students ever to enroll at S
Hill College in Grccnsbuq
Pennsylvania, registered ti
classes this summer, while
board of all-female Wheal
CoUege in Norton Mass.,
o.vercame loud student
opposition 111d voted to Id
men to the campus, bcginri
fall term. 1988.
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Wright State receives grant for Labor Management Co-OIJ
By HARRY G. KNIGHT
ASsoc1ate Wnter
Wright State University

has received a $112.500 statefunded grant to establish a
Center for Labor-Management
Cooperation.
The center, serving nine
and one-half counties in the
greater Dayton area and northem portion of southwest Ohio,
will promote cooperation
between labor and management
in order to maintain existing
jobs in the local economy and
to create a favorable climate for
attracting new industries and
employment
Funded by the Ohio
Department of Development'~
Office of Labor-Management
Co-operation, the center will be
housed in the WSU Kettering

Center, 140 E, Monument in
Dayton. with a liason office at
Central State University in
Wilberforce. The center will
work with the Clark County
and the Miami Valley Regional
Joint Labor Management
Councils and assist in forming
other similar councils. As the
labor-management center for
this area, it will be a central
location for information on the
existing resources of area
colleges and universities.

an information resource to
labor and management in
implementing joint initiatives
and will conduct research in

many firms have found
"Our services will be
workers to have terrific ideas
available to new finns coming
on things like better quality
into the area for both the
and, in short, are more produc
private sector and public
tive. If a firm is not tuned in to
firms." she added.
their workers, they are not
'There needs to be a
tuned in to their potential," she better understanding between
said. "We want to help
labor and management so there
business firms to be able to tap is less confrontation and more
into the ideas of workers and
working together," Hathaway
let the workers contribute to the said. "Labor and management
overall well-being of the firm,
should have a common goal to
not just using their hands, but
produce goods of the highest
their heads as well."
quality in the an efficient
Goulet believs business
manner that will allow Ameri
can products to COITIJ>Cle in the
can make a better product and
international marketplace."
be more efficient in the
marketplace when workers are
used more effectively.

labor-management cooperation.
"One of our goals is to
encourage firms to engage in
sooperative work processes.
Business firms need to use the
potential of their workers and

"A well-run plant will be
beuer able to compete with
foreign competition. We really
expect to be working with
firms who are union firms,"
Goulet said.

at Wittenberg University in
Springfield became the center's
first director on July 1. Goulet,
who holds a doctoral degree for
Notre Dame, is a labor
economist active in the field of
labor relations as a fact finder
and conciliator.
The center is within the
WSU Division of Academic
Affairs under Vice President
Charles E. Hathaway.

The center is intended
serve as a catalyst for promot
ing the economic vitality of the
geater Dayton area and lo
contribute to assuring that Ohio
and the US can remain a viable
force in manufacturing on a
global scale.
Janet Goulet, chairer and
associate professor of business
administration and economics

Goulet said in fulfilling
its objectives, the center will
provide assistance and serve as

ts

"New industry will
attracted to an area which
feel has a well qualified ai
well educated workforce 1
can work in harmony will
management. The basis fo
harmony between labor 11
management must be mut
respect It's that mutual n
that the center will attel1l}
create," he said.
The counties serv
the center are montgomez:
Greene, Clark. Darke, Pre
Miami, Champaign, Log1
Warren.

Have AMammog

Give\OurselfThe Chan
Of ALifetime.

The Fourth Protocol : Caine and Brosnan carry nuclear thriller with hollow core
By PHILIP E.L GREENE

Associate Editor
It is seldom one has the
chance to see a good "grab
' em-by-the-guts-and wring
'em-out" spy thrillei-. With the

tongue-in-cheek and fantasy
spies such as James Bond and
imitations of the ilk roaming
about, a realistic espionage
thriller is a relief to those of us
who prefer realism over flights
of fancy. Thus, when I heard

State Un\vers\ty
Wr\ght \es presents
Art\st ser

permission of the host nation.
as The Day of the Jackal and
Brosnan is the Soviet agent
The Dogs ofWar he has built a
who, due to the fact that
library of police and political
everyone else concerned with
crime which is of the highest
the plan is killed, save, of
standards. Hearing that he
course, the planner, is the sole
wrote the screenplay for the
individual with a complete
new movie, I was doubly
knowledge of the plan and who
inticed to see it and my
is to execute it
imagination was further piqued
Caine, cool and blase' as
when I learned it would star
always, is Preston. the
Michael Caine, whom I think
maverick British agent who,
could play anything, anyway,
because he has angered the
anytime and still make it
acting head of his department
helieveable, and Pierce
nau 1s sem LO a graveyaru
Brosnan, who, though he was a
position, discovers the plot and
regular on a series on that
sets about foiling iL
wasteland of artistry, televi
The premise is a good,
sion, has, in my opinion more
solid one which should keep
talent than that medium
anybody on the edge of his
deserves.
seat, and, in truth. the plot was
With these sugarplum fairy
exciting. But the film had
thoughts dancing in my head, I
problems.
expectantly bought my ticket to
There was almost no
see The Fourth Protocol.
character development, at all.
The movie, as the book,
Take, for instance, a scene in
revolves around a plot hatched
which Preston sits on the couch
by a Soviet second-in
in his home with his son on his
• •'command who, in order to
lap. The child is asleep and
consolidate power in his own
Preston has obviously been
hands and defame the current
staring at the television with
head of Soviet espionage,
other things on his mind.
decides to smuggle into
Looking forlorn, he glances at
England all the fixin' s for a
a photograph of he, his son and
nuclear weapon. This will be
a woman with whom they both
detonated just outside of a US
are obviously very close. But
miltary base killing a lot of
nowhere does the movie
people and immediately
explain what has happened to
destabilizing NATO. This is in
this woman! We are not even
violation of the Fourth Protocol
assured that this is Preston's
set up by the nuclear powers
absent wife, and never do we
during the sixties which states
find out why he is so sad that
that no nation will introduce a
we never see her.
nuclear weapon into another
There are other serious
without the knowledge and
gaps: Brosnan's character's

that Frederick Forsyth's
hallmark book, The Fourth
Protocol was being made into
a movie, I determined I must
see it, come hell or high water.
Forsyth is a master of
covert stories. With books such

•

OiZZY Gillespie
in concert

supression of emotion
sexual obsession; the
velopment of the neigh
wife and her advances
Soviet spy; the question
friction between Preston
his new boss; all these II
when introduced, but
unfulfilling because, lib
someone you meet at a p
they are introduced and I
you. but you never see
again.
Not even the surpriJI
enumg, wrucn is maeea
surprise, is satisfying,
it is not explained why it
necessary.
But all is not lost. As
just about any theatrical
production. there are sa ·
graces. The performan
the main characters, C ·
Brosnan and Joanna C
who spends most of her U
onscreen dead and parti
naked, are really good. In
were it not for the the pd
ranees of Caine nad Br~
would say this was a bad
movie. But these two
breaths and shoulder the
of the project which also
Caine's debut as produ
The Fourth Protocol
a bad movie. Worse, it·
movie which had so m

of a situation which can
sketched. It held my at
but like a mirage on ab
desert, failed to quench rn ~
thirst.
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Freshman Back

Freshman Back

Freshman Goalie

Men's Soccer Schedule
Date

Sept.19
Sept. 23
Sept. 26

Mark Laipple

Jon Singer

Jim Ulrich

,..,

~iiiii~i=F=r=es;;;;h;;;;m;;;;an~B=a=c=k~ ~=F=res~h;:m;:a;;;;n;:B;;;;ac;;;;k:=i::;Fr;;;;e;;;;sh;;;;m;;;;an:=Fo;;;;rw:=ant~I
•

Alan Zarycki
Forward

"'"

Greg Zorovich
Forward

Kent Etter
Freshman Back

Bill de la Vega
Freshman Midfielde

Oct. 3 _4
Oct. 7
Oct.10
Oct.14
Oct. 18
Oct. 22
Oct. 24
Oct. 28
Nov.1
Nov. 4
Nov. 7

•

0

onent

NORTHERN KENTUCKY
CINCINNATI
METROPOLITAN LIFE
SOCCER BOWL
(Miami, Bowling Green,
Notre Dame)
METROPOLITAN LIFE
SOCCER BOWL
at Marshall Invite
at Xavier
at Wilmington
at Eastern Illinois
at Louisville
MICHIGAN STATE
at West Virginia
DAYTON
at Vanderbilt
at Ohio State
DETROIT

Time

2:00 pm
4:00 pm
2:00 pm

2:00 pm
4:00 pm
7:00 pm
4:00 pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
1:00 pm
7:30 pm
2:00 pm

-

...
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I
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Michael McDonald
Has scored six goals
in each of the past
two seasons.
Finished fourth on
the team in scoring
last year. Tallied the
only goal in the 1-1
tie with Ohio State
in the season finale.
Had his best outing
against Dowling
when he scored
three goals with an
assisLin assists with
six.

...

•JJ

"'r"

.....
Tim Gribler
Was an honorable
mention Class
AAA All-Ohio
goalkeeper in 1985
for Trotwood
Madison. Was a
first-team all-area
choice and firstteam All-Miami
Valley Conference
selection. Recorded
a 1.000 goal
against average as
a senior

Gregg Harlow
Player-of-the-Year
in the Western Ohio
League last year,
Harlow led Centerville to a 17-1-4
record and the
league title. He was
a first-team AllMidwest, All-Ohio
and All-Dayton
selection. He scored
10 goals with 14
assists as a senior

'I

Jeff Popp
Leader of the Raider
defense from his
stopper position.
Was a second-team
All-Ohio and an
NCAA Division II
All-Mideast selec
tion. Was selected
as the Defensive
MVP in the Wright
State Invitational.
Also shared the
Raider Award for
team leadership

Gene Baker

Was the third string Started all 19 games
goalkeeper last year,
as a freshman.
seeing his only
Finished fifth on the
action in the final 31 team in scoring,
minutes of the
including the gameIndianapolis game. winning goal in the
Allowed one goal on 3-2 defeat of Char
a penalty Kick in thal ~eston. Had two-goal
game. Was a three- games against both
year starter al West Kentucky Wesleyan
Carrollton where he and Indianapolis.
was a first-team Was a Class 4A AllMid-Miami League
Missouri team
selection as a senior. selection as a senior.
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I
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Dave DeRousse
Bob Christensen
Named to the All- Was an Ohio Capital
Illinois team as a
All-Conference
senior after leading
selection as a
Granite City to a 16- defensive player his
4-4 record. Was
senior year. Helped
named to the AU- Westerville North to
Southwestern
a 17-3-1 overall
Conference team anc record and a secondthe all-star team at place finish in the
the Tournament of league. Was named
Champions, a 16 the Most Improved
team tournament player on the team as
hosted by Granite
a junior.
City. Shared team
MVP honors
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Dave Kinderdi

Sherman Mink
Started 14 games
last season.Moved
in to starting
position after the
third game. Had a
team-best 1.15
goals against
average, the best
average for a
regular keeper
over the past four
years. Had a 6-3-5
record as a starter .

Scored 11 goals·
freshman, two s
the team lead
Finished third o
team in scori
Tallied the ga11
winning .goal in
1-0 winov~
Bellarmine. Seo
the only goal aga
Clemson, giving
Raiders a tempo 15 K
1-0 lead Junio

-

· ~~

-

Andy Klepac
Captain
of the
Co-captain °r1ue
Fainnont
1986 Weste 1lle
Played mid.fl
Nonh team that
finished with a 19 scoring four go
a team whi
3 season record.
finished 6-12
Led the team from
his sweeper

Jon Singer

Mark Laipple

A series of injuries
kept Singer out of
action last year.
Worked out with the
team through spring
drills and should be
ready for varsity
action this fall. Was
an All-Palm Beach
County player at
Boca Raton .

· ~
'
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Kent Etter
Returned to soccer
Played on the
field after not
outstanding St
playing as a senior
Xavier team which
at Centerville.
finished with a 17-2 Participated in the
3 record last year,
Elk program as a
winning the Greater
freshman and
Cincinnati League. junior. Ran on the
Led the team in
track team as a
assists as a senior.
sprinter. Ran on
the 400-meter
relay team which
advanced to
districts
_ ,,. -; I,,.,..=
-,
Bill de la Vega
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Greg Andruli
In only his thU
season, Andru
ranks third in c
coaching wins s·
the soccer pro
was started in I
Andrulis began
coaching exploi~~
Clemson. The 2~
6 head coach w2
four-year lettc_
the
9L
winner
Connecticut St; S .
soccer. He w cm
goalkeeper at EC::::::::::
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Mike Kolschetzky
Has 35 career starts
n the nets, including
five last year. Was
the starter for the
first thre.e games of
the season before he
began sharing time
with Mink. Had a 3
2 record as a starter
with the losses to
Clemson and Notre
Dame. Recorded a
shutout in the season
opener over Bel...
larmine.
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Paul Shaver
Honored as a
Finished second in
National Coaches
scoring with five
Association High goals and 15 assists.
School All-Ameri- Was a second-team
can. Selected to
All-Ohio selection.
both the Chicago
Set the single game
Tribune All-Illinois and single season
team and the St. marks for assists. Had
Louis Post-Dispatch five assists against
all-area team. Led Dowling. Earned the
the team in scoring Wright State Invita
with nine goals and Lional Offensive MVF
seven assists despite honor after scoring
playing a defensive two goals with three
position.
assists

r- Todd Adamitis
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Eric Delp
Named co-captain of
the 1987 squad. Has
started 33 games in
the first two years of
his career. Has
played both midfield
and back positior.s.
Scored his lone goal
last season in the 9-1
drubbing of Indianapolis. Was the first
recruit signed by
Andrulis

...

Jim Ulrich
Earned first-team
All-Western Ohio
League honors as a
senior, scoring 16
goals with 12 assists
Led Beavercreek to ~
20-1-2 overall
record, sectional and
district champion
ships, and a berth in
the Class AAA Final
Four.

;

1,

John Gibbs
Co-recipient of the
RaiderAward for
team leadership last
year. Started 13 of
the 19 games,
missing one with an
injury. Notched
goals against
Dowling and PittJohnstown for the
first lallies of his
collegiate career.
Was also a regular
freshman

.

.....

..

-

Greg Zorovich
A thre.e-year letter
winner from Dayton
Christian who joined
the team in the
spring. Was a firstteam Dayton
Coaches A-AA
selection as a senior
when he scored 14
goals with 14 assists.
Played on the 1984
team which ad
vanced to the Class
AA state semifinals.
. -

Alan Zaryd
A four-year
winner from F
who started hi
career as a
keeper, but mo
a midfield po
for the last
seasons. Was a~
in 1984 when
team finished~
5-15 record
20 Kry,
Freshr
-~

I
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Fall S~orts Preview\
Photo
Not
Available
Eru
.
t St 9 Lisa Johnson
Senior Midfielder

w
tE

12 Tam mi Rizzo
Senior Forward

2 Lori Masters
Junior Midfielder

3 Joanna Martin
Junior Forward

5 Sally Heimbach
Junior Midfielder

4 Kelly Stephens
Sophomore Forwar

7 Amy Buehrle
Sophomore Back

6 Maribeth Henke
Junior Forward

11 Leslie Belcher
Junior Back

13 Dawn Mitchell
Junior Midfielder

18 Dawn Brown
Sophomore Back

21 Stephanie Bennet
Sophomore
Midfielder

•

Photo
Not
Available

19 Jamie Roseberry
Junior Back

1 Linda Duvall

8 Kari Sprau!
Sophomore
Midfielder

WoDlen's Soccer Schedule
Date

10 Melody Caudill
Freshman Back

14 Katie Lee
Freshman Back

16 Amy Whiteside
Freshman
Midfielder

Sept. 16
Sept. 22
Sept. 26
Sept.30
Oct. 5
Oct. 8
Oct. 13
Oct.17
Oct. 22
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 30

17 Krista Miller
Freshman Back •

Photo
Not
Available

23 Jennifer Harris
Freshman Back

onent

24 Trisha Hartman
Freshman Forward

•

Time

5:00 pm
DAYTON
5:00 pm
MOREHEAD STATE
1:00 pm
DENISON
6:30 pm
at Xavier
7:30 pm
at Ohio Wesleyan
4:00 pm
CINCINNATI
WILMINGTON
3:00 pm
at Morehead State
TBA
at Wittenberg
... 4:30 pm
at Louisville
1:00 pm
at Vanderbilt
1:00 pm
WRIGHT STATE/XAVIER
INVITATIONAL at Xavier
Xavier vs. Missouri-St. Louis

Oct. 31

22 Chris Hawker
Freshman Forward

0

WSU vs. Dayton
WSU/Xavier Invite
Consolation Game
Championship Game

6:00 pm

8:00 pm
Noon
2:00 pm
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Men's soccer team opens Division I quest for success
By Joe Herpy
'\SS1stant Sports Editor

chael McDonald, who had six
goals and six assists.
Defense is what Andrulis
went shopping for during the
off season. The Raiders return
Third year head soccer coach
Junior Jeff Popp, the defensive
Greg Andrulis takes his
MVP at the Wright State In
Raiders into a very tough divi
vitational last year. John
sion I schedule due to the
Gibbs, the Raider award co
switch to division I for all 15
winner with Popp, returns to
sports at Wright State.
his defensive back spoL
The Raiders finished last sea
The Raiders will enjoy the
son with a 9-5-5 mark while
talents of both the top goalies
going 4-0-3 in their last seven
Sherman Mink and Mike
games. The five ties set a
Kolschetzky. Mink started 14
school record with deadlocks
games
in front of the nets while
with national runner up
Kolschctzky started the remain
Oakland and now divsion one
ing five. Mink had a goal
cohorts Xavier, Ohio State, and
agains
t average of only 1.15 per
Miami.
game, lowes t o n the team.
"It is important for this team
Two of the m ajor recruits for
to get off to a good start,"
Andruli s were high school
Andrulis said. "This team has
teammates in th e St Louis
many goals for the 1987 and we
area, Todd Ad ami tis and Dave
need to build confidence while
DcRoussc arc dcfcnscmcn .
the freshmen make the transi
Two Dayton area standout~.
tion to collegiate soccer.
Greg Harlow and Jim Ulrich
will contribute to the offense
Andrulis has a solid eight
immcd1atcly.
starters returning to the line up.
"We will be able to put a
Sophomores Dave Kindeminc
solid eleven players on the
and Paul Shaver return with ex
field," Andrulis said . "Our
cellent credentials from a year
ago. Kinderninc scored 11 goals biggest problem will be on the
bench, where we have mostly
freshmen."
while Shaver set a smglc
Fourteen new teams were
season school record with 15
added to the schedule this year.
assists.
Also coming back to help the Only eight teams return from
last years schedule. The high
offense is two year starter Mi

light of the year will be the
Metropolitan Life Soccer
Bowl, which Wright State
hosts at the Centerville Soccer
Stadium on the 26th and 27th
of this month. Notre Dame and
Miami, the last two champions,
and Boston College make up
the field of '87. The Raiders
will also play in tournaments at
Central Michigan and
Marshall.
Andrulis is 20-11-6 over his
stint at Wright State. He is
well accustomed to division I.
He was a three year assistant at
Clemson. During his Tiger
tenure the team was 56-9-3 and
won the 1984 Nati onal
Championship. Andrul is spe
cializes in coaching the goalies.
He was a four year letter
winner at Eas tern Connecticut
State where he was a goalie.
The Raiders have played five
games already during the latter
part of the summer. The
Raiders arc 3-1-1 including
shutouts over Bellarminc 6-0
andDePaul 5-0. The other vic
tory was over Sienna Heights
in the season op•'TICr. It was a
1-0 forfeit win. Sienna Heights
had travel problems and arrived
too late. The Raiders tied
Detroit and lost to Central
Michigan in their tourney.
The Raiders host Northern
Kentucky(3-2) on Saturday at 2

Coach Greg Andrulis Imparts wisedom on the sidelines.

Harriers off to good start

WSU runners shine at Wittenbe

I

Wright State softball plans next
season at informational meeting

.

.•

Persons interested in trying
out for the Wright State Lady
Raider softball squad are
invited to attend an informa
tion,al meeting on Sep~ 17 at S

pm. •.·-·..•-• • • • • • • • •

The meeting will be held in
room 166 of the WSU Physical
Education Building.
Following the meeting,
physical,s will be adqtiniste1ed
• .• • :•·!·•··· .. ...
at 6 pm..

For more information,
contact either the WSU athletic
department at 873-2771 or
contact David Scott, the
women's softball coach through

tA;saht~ o(fi.~i:i-.i:mbef .

Cheryl Searcey, Anderson also
took the women's crown with
Last Friday, the Wright State its total of 27 points, besting
the Raider total of 47 points.
Raider men's and women's
For the men, Studebaker third
cross country team opened
their 1987 season with a strong place time of 26:04 was the
only top ten finish for the
showing at the Wittenberg
Raider cause. The next Raider
Invitational.
finisher was Steve Perez,
The men's team, behind the
coming in in 12th place, time
t.litrd place finish of Sam
of26:44.
Studebaker finished a strong
Rounding out the top twenty
fourth place overall out of a
was Raider Todd Bunnell with
ten-team field. The men tallied
a time of 27 :32, and fmishing
a solid total of 80 points to
right behind Bunnell was
finish behind champion
Raider Andy Bleh with a 21st
Anderson College, runner-up
place, with a time of 28:03 .
Muskingum College, and third
Also running, but not for
place Cedarville College.
points were Raiders Joe Coons
The women's team did even
in 25th place and Jim Gormly
better than the men, finishing
in 28th place.
in second place behind the
All five Raider women
fantastic second and third place
finished among the top twenty
fmishes of Jeannie Muir and

runners to spur them to
second place finish.
Muir and Searcey w
super .combination for
Raiders.
Muir fmishcd with a f
of 21:09, while Searcey
finished right behind witl
time of 21:19.
The next Raider womai
finisher was Lindie Kea
with a timeof22:38 .
Rounding out a good R
team effort were Jenny\\
in 14th place with a ti me
23:22 and Kristen Wrigb
16th place with a time of
Coming off this irnpret
performance, both the
men and women look to
their own Wright State
Invitational September

Cross Country and Golf Previews ir c,.iday's

D·a ily Guardian
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4 Shelley Harness
Senior Middle Hitter

2 Pam King
Sophomore Setter

14 Stephanie Parker
Senior Middle Hitter

3 Stephanie Pettit
Sophomore Outside Hitter

12 Shelley Fickert
Junior Outside Hitter

5 Kara Benningfield
Sophomore Setter

Volleyball Schedule

Date
Sept. 17
Sept. 19

0 onent
FRANKLIN
at Morehead State with
Evansville
at Cincinnati
KENT STATE
DAYTON
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
at Akron Invitational
at Bowling Green
at Xavier with Toldeo and
Indiana State
EVANSVILLE
OHIO
WRIGHT STATE CLASSIC
(Central State, Wayne State,
Chicago State)
at James Madison Invitational
XAVIER
VALPARAISO
at Butler
at Dayton
MIAMI
at Midland Alliance Invitational
at Akron

Sept. 22
Sept. 25
Sept. 26
Sept. 30
Oct. 2 -3
Oct. 7
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 17
Oct. 21
Oct. 23-24

s
17 Vonda BeBee
So homore Outside Hitter

13 Micki Harris
Fre$hma:n Middle Hitter

Oct. 30-31
Nov.3
Nov.6
Nov. 7
Nov.12
Nov.17
Nov. 26-21

•.+,T
I

6••

.,

Time
7:00 pm

noon
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
noon
7:00 pm
TBA
7:00 pm
12:30 pm
5:30 pm
11:00 am
7:00 pm
6:00pm
10:00 am
TBA
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
4:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
TBA

1

I
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Lady Raiders struggle through first leg of tough schedule
By .lett 1 omlerba...
ck~--

Special Writer
Despite being keyed up .and
ready to go, the Wright State
Lady Raiders were dropped by
Michigan State, 6-1.
The Joss dropped the Lady
Raiders to 0-1-2 on the young
season.
Both the Raiders and
Spartans were playing a tough
scoreless game until the
visitors struck for a goal at the
26:45 mark.
MSU quickly added another
goal at the 30:48 mark on a
breakaway, dimming the
Raiders hopes for a victory.
The first half ended with the
Spartans tallying again to hold
a 3 0 lead at intermission .
WSU needed a quick score to
open the second half, but it was
the Spartans striking frrst at the
54:32 mark to increase the lead
to 4-0.
After another MSU goal, the
Raiders rippled the nets when
Dawn Mitchcll la1IDched a 20footer off an assist by Lisa
Johnson. Mitchell has two of
the Raider's three goals on the
season.
Wright State was only
slightly outshot, 21-16, and
held the advantage on comer
kicks, 6-4, but WSU unable to
make the most of its opportuni
ties.
According to head coach
Hylton Dayes, the defense has
the problem in this game.
"We're not picking up our
men. We're leaving too many
people unmarked." Dayes said
of the defensive coverage. "We
didn'(get the ball to the
offense as much as we should."
The offense and defense will
once again get a major test
when crosstown rival Dayton
comes to WSU tonight at 5

p.m.
The Raiders will be looking
for victory number one in
Division [ competition.
In earlier action a pair of 1-0
leads were short lived, forcing
the Lady Raiders to settle for 11 ties against Oberlin and Siena
Heights.
The Raiders opened the
scoring at the 12: 10 mark
against host Oberlin when
Dawn Mitchell blasted in a
goal thanks to a cross from
Maribeth Henke.
The score remained 1-0 WSU
until Oberlin scored on a break
away at the 18:49 mark.
Despite outshooting Oberlin
16-4, the Raiders were unable
to break the tic.
"[don't think we were ready
for the game," junior
midfielder Lori Masters said .
"We sure didn't play it."
Assistant coach Dave
Swanson agreed with Masters,
"We had our ups and downs
throughout the game, "
Swanson said. "I feel we'll be
alright now that we have one
game under our belts."

in.
The aggressive and intense
play continued into the second
half when WSU notched the
game's initial goal at the 51:57
mark. Lisa Johnson scored on a
header from a cross by
Maribeth Henke.
The Raiders continued their
aggressive play and held off the
Saints until six minutes were
left in regulation. They tied the
score at 1-1.
With 30 seconds left in the
second overtime, freshman
forward Chris Hawker nearly
put the Raiders on top with a
solid shot that was saved by
Siena Heights goalie Christen
Strahl.

The Raiders once again
outshot their opponent by a 23
14 margin, and goalie Linda
Duvall had four saves in goal
forWSU .
Despite tying two games that
should have been won, coach
Hylton Daycs feels the Raiders
will get better.
"We couldn't keep the lead
twice. Our mental toughness
Intense is the proper word to failed us," Dayes said. "We did
show better composure and
describe the Lady Raider's
better teamwork in the Siena
home opener against Siena
Heights game however."
Heights.
Dayes was please with the
In a game where trainer Dru
defensive effort and the strong
Bescoe saw as much action as
efforts by some of the
the players, WSU once again
newcomers to the team.
opened the scoring but once
"I think the defense is doing a
again was unable to hold the
good job," Dayes said. "I also
lead.
think that Amy Whiteside
The Raiders and Saints
showed potential in the
played to a scoreless deadlock
midfield.
after one half of play. But both
The offense and defense will
teams had numerous chances to
once again get a major test
score.
when crosstown rival Dayton
With ten seconds remaining
in the opening half, the Raiders comes to WSU tonight at 5
p.m.
narrowly missed a goal when
The Raiders will be looking
Kris Johnson centered the ball
for
victory number one in
to Henke, who made a galliant
Division I competition.
effort nearly heading the ball

Wright State's women's
volleyball team stands at 2-2 at
the beginning of the season
with first year head coach
Linda Schoenstedt.
Wright State opened the
season on September 5th at
home against 1.U.P.U.l. The
Raiders lost the match in four
games; 7-15, 10-15, 15-9, and
14-16. l.U.P.UJ. came into the
match with a 1-0 record after
defeating Butler University.
The Raiders had difficulty
passing the ball in game one
and allowed the opponent to
score six unanswered points
be.tbreg~lJii).g~on t!ir s~ore- ,
.

. .....

J., (, , ~. . . . . .,

board.
The Metros remained in the
lead the entire game and scored
the final point with a service
ace to make the final score 15-

7.

Linksters face only a few
By Todd Bunnell
Associate Writer

Experience can turn a pot
holed road into just another
Sunday drive.
That bumpy road for the
Wright State *Raiders is the
jump from its security blanket
Division II level to the big
leagues, Division I.
The experience for the golf
because the new offense was
team comes from the fact that
working so good in pre-season, three members are returning
but we had to change because
from last year's squad which
of the way we were passing,"
placed 11th at the NCAA
Schoenstedt said.
Division II Nationals.
The Raiders kept the same
For the first time, there are
offense that helped them win
players going out to the links
game three intact for the final
for their third consecutive year
game, but fell behind 14-8. The which surmounts a surplus of
Lady Raiders brought the
leadership.
crowd alive by struggling
Sean Ryan and John Traugh
back.but lost 16-14 after failing are th<' wo returning seniors
to score on the Metros on nine
expecu!d to swing the Raiders
game points.
into the division I season.
Senior Shelly Harness kept
Traugh finished 21st at the
the Raiders chances alive
nationals last year to gamer
during her last trip through the All-American honors. He also
front row by assisting on two

WSU Volleyball sports .500 record
By Garrett Barrber
Special Writer

Former WSU great Hylton Dayes took over the reigns
of 1he women's soccer team 1his year. Staff Photo.

Schoenstedt changed the
starting line up in game two to
include sophomore Pam King
and Junior Shelly 16, thus the
Raiders passing began to
steady, but now the Metros
started to use the Wright State
block to their advantage. The
Metros won the game 15-10.
In game three Schoenstedl
put a different offense into use
and the Raiders won 15-9.
''We really had not worked
See "Volley", page Zl.
on the second offense we used
{l ! 3i '~)t-~:;\" ~

..

Ryan, though, was the top
player in this year's nine-round
qualifier with an average of
72.9 strokes.
Jason Hadden also returns for
his sophomore year.
The two are joined by three
new additions in sophomore
Jeff Gray, freshman Scott
Pearce, and junior college
transfer Steve Kosnik.
Head coach Fred Jeferson
said the nine-round team
qualifying tournament was
more strenuous this year than
in the past and the scores were
even lo~er. It moved from five
rounds up to eight last year but
to get the best squad together;
"the more we play, the better
players will rise to the top,"
Jefferson said.
Even though the team
consists of some veterans
which "creates stability,"
according to Jefferson, "depth
is another thing which adds to
the competitiveness."
While the baseball team may

dvanta

unknown~)~~R

.
lhioon
team may compete m the la!
.
th
.
f
one
spnng under e guise o ~ uld
.
th
nl
10
the golf team ts e o y
both
official sport to be held in >~t this
seasons. The team.~ lirniU1tcr th
30 days of compeution for!ason,
year. Since many of th\! , them
Division I Invitationals art>mes to
in the spring, the schedut7 the t
the fall has been trimmed
a bit, albeit a few stiff
tournaments have been ~
Jefferson is optimistic thl
tough opposition will help
:ontin
team.
"We're competitive with
of Division I teams," JeffeX firsts
said, "but it'll take this yeiJ along
know where we stand." mh.
Some of the teams goals Tue go!
would be to win a big tolllUnpaign
ment but the season is stili1vitatio
uncertain.
xth last
'This year is a feeling Olu- 72 co
process," Jefferson said. am med
"We've got some good pP.erall.
I think this is a year to opeAfter thi
Jot of doors and be strong aiders tr
Division I level. I think .th.ate
Inv·l
•
door's cracked open a b1lconglom
See "Golf", P~ivision I 1
'
I Experient
" . ~ ~ .. ~; -

JO
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Move to new- division is old hat for·cross country

r-------,By Bryan Ellis

Associate Writer
The Wright State men's and
women's cross country teams
nder the direction of coach
ike Baumer began their
ssault this week on Division I
ompetition.
Although it will be their first
ear at the top collegiate level
of competi tion, the teams look
o fare well due to the high
evel of competition they have
aced in past years.
Both the men and women
pcned their season on
eptcmber 11 at the Wittenberg
nvitational, each squad
xpecting big things.
Coach Baumer thinks that the
omen should be strong
nough to defend their
hampionship they captured
ere in 1986. He also expects
e men to finish in the top
hree at Wittenberg with the
ughest teams the Raiders will
challenging being Cedarville
d Anderson Universities.
From there, the Raider
ers will come home to host
eir own Wright State
vitational and September 19
Sycamore Trails Park in
iamisburg, Ohio.
According to Baumer, look
r both the men and women to
very strong and to capture
= = =ieir own invitational champi
nship titles. They will
efinitely have and upperhand
ue to the home course
dvantage.
fl ~ The Raiders then return to the
>ad to compete in Canton,
. th lhio on September 26 at the
~ ef falone Invitational, which
ise o t
nl iould prove to be a tough test
e 0 Y. >r both teams.
held m Atthis · •th R 'd
~m.., e 11 ers.
is limiU
. .
, Her the nuddle part of their
titlon i<X
•
:ason, which Baumer refers to
0f
th\: ; the most crucial when it
"onals
. th
e progress
ed all>mes to J'udgmg
s~h edu1Tthe team. Here the raiders
trurun
stiff

been
ad~
"stic tlvJO

would like to finish in the top
ten.
The Malone Invitational will
be followed by the Heidelberg
Invitational in Tiffm, Ohio on
October 3 and the most
important All-Ohio Intercolle
giates in Delaware, Ohio on
October9.
The All-Ohio's will featur~ a
strong 35-tcam field of schools
throughout Ohio, in which the
Raiders would again like to
finish in the top ten. This year's
men's team wants to improve
last year's sixteenth place
finish that placed them in the
bottom half of the field.
The All-Ohio's are followed
by the Queen City Invitational
in Cincinnati on October 17,
and the last major meet of the
season at Eastern Kentucky on
October 24.
At Eastern Kentucky, the
Raiders will face such National
caliber teams as Louisville,
Kentucky, and Tennessee, as
the Wright State runners look
to upset the big boys of
Division I.
The Raiders wind up regular
season play on October 31 at
home where they host both the
Midland Alliance Invitational
and Wright State Open on the
same day. They begin post
season play at the NCAA
Division I Districts, hosted by
Bowling Green, on November
14, as they hope to qualify for
nationals against runners from
as many as five or s ix nation
ally-ranked squads.
As far as who looks to
compete for the men, the
Raiders are anchored by
seniors Dave Lee, Jim and
Mark Gormley, and Tom
Thorpe.Top juniorrunners
include third-year letterman
Steve Perez, second-year
letterman Sam Studebaker,
who looks to be the strongest
runner in pre-season, F aiJbom
native Odell Graves, and third-

year letterman Andrew Bleh
and Todd Bunnell.
The women are led by

graduate student and fi fth-year
senior Jeannie Muir and a
sensational threesome of

By BRYAN ELLIS
Associate Writer

during her freshman year.
But when she did begin to
When the Wright State
run, she improved by leaps and
women' s cross country team
bounds, cutting her personal
opens its seasor , one runner
best time to the point of
sure to be in the front of the
running among the top
pack will be Fairborn native,
finishers in practically every
Jeannie Muir.
meet last season.
Having already named the
That improvement didn't go
most valuable runner last year, unnoticed either as she was
Muir can only mature and get
three tin1es named athlete of
better as she leads her
the week, and she was also
teammates into Division I.
tabbed as the most improved
Muir, a graduate student
runner, as well as the most
working on her master's degree valuable.
in physical education, is
During her junior year of
actually a fifth -year senior due eligibility, Muir came up with
to the fact that she didn't run
two srectacular performances

think . :ate Invitational, which boasts
n a bit.conglomerate of outstanding
If", p<llivision I teams.
Experience plus dedication

in an eight-team field.
Her coach, Mike
Baumer very much
appreciates the contribu
lions and talents of Muir.
•'I expect good things
from her this year,"
Baumer said. "She looks
very good in conditioning,
and should continue to
provide us with great
leadership.''
So, don't be surprised if
Jeannie Muir surpasses
her fast pace of 1986 nnd
leads both herself and her
team to a high level of
Division I performance.

•

n1ng

WE'RE CELEBRATING THE OPENING OF

[pfil~OOOO®OO~ OO®~rn ~@~[pGDlJrnOO
2602 COL. GLENN HIGHWAY, UNIVERSITY SHOPPES, FAIRBORN
Fairfield Rd. exit off 1-616, across from Wright State.

PRINTERS
STAR NP-10...............................
STAR NX-10...............................
PANASONIC 10801.....................
PANASONIC 10911.....................

"

MODEMS
$139.95
$189.95
$179.95
$209.96

CAPETROIUCS 12008AUD
WITH SOFTWARE/EXTERNAL'""""""'"'' $129.9&

VENDEX-IBM/XT COMPATABLE
2 FLOPPY DRIVES
4. 77 /TURBO SPEED
512K RAM
WITH MONOCHROME MONITOR....
1
WIT.H COLOR MONITOR AND

$859 95

:ontinued from page 14

to opeAfter this match-up, the

at the Wittenberg and Wright
State Invitationals.
At the Wittenberg meet, Muir
placed first in a field of 33
runners to record her first
individual championship as a
collegiate runner. Her time of
20:22 came within two seconds
of the course record, while also
leading the Lady Raiders to a
first place fini sh in the fiveteam invite.
Her second win came soon
after when she took top honors
from a field of 51 at the WSU
Invite with a time of 20:21. Her
top finish enabled the Lady
Raiders to finish a close second

Cran

ill help

s~on!aiders travel to the Murray

contributions from new-comers
Cheryl Searcey and Kris Heinl.
as well as a strong freshman
cla<>«: of runners.

Muir looks to pace Raider harriers again

If

'tive witb
.
s, " Jeffex fusts and three seconds to
this yei.> along with their national
d." !rth.
s goals The golf team opens its 1987
big toU!'unpaign at the Indianapolis
n is still1vitational. They finished
xth last year at the 18-hole,
eeling onu--72 course. Hadden was
n said. am medalist, finishing fourth
good pll.terall.

juniors; Shelley Bauer and
Gemi Sasson and sophomore.
Lindie Keaton. Also look for

TllT/ SWIVEL BASE..........................'"... $ 10•9.95
4

·;;

···DISK SPECIAL·• /

t

;.

PRICE!!

f::?Cr• i l
[f &o IB1 rn ®IB1 ~ rnJ ®~ rn

RESEARCH PAPERS

•

;auv
AllY lox OF. DISKS AT REGULAll'lnCt ···~
GET THE SECOND IOX OP EQUAL VALUE fOR HALF

and hard work adds up tq wins,
and if this equation holds true,
perhaps the leap to the top of
the heap will be a smooth and
paved road for the Raider golf
team.

2602 COL. GLENN HWY.

FAIRBORN

r0® ~ [p ontrrn m1

PH: 429-3116

18,278 to choose from -•II subjects

Order Catalog Today with V1s&IMC ot COO

. . 8~nq;,~~~;;9le22
Or, rush S2 00 to Ae••rctl

A~

11322 IOalJo Ave 12Q6·SN Los AnoeleS Cl 90025
Custom research a1so a¥a1lao1e-a111evets

UPPER VALLEY MALL

SPRINGFIELD

PH. 323-9982
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Where's my Car?

WSU bookstore

Have you been directed to that
ethereal parking lot in the sky
affectionately known as K Lot?
Do you wonder how you '11

The Bookstore will offer
extended hours to accommo
date all your material needs.
EXTENDED HOURS:

WSU in time for Finals in three
months? No fear, Parking
Services, x2153, will be
running shuttle buses every
fifteen minutes between K Lot
and W SU. These are the same
people you should contact in
reference to and Lost & Found
items.

9/14
9/15
9/21
9(22
REGULAR HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30am-7:00pm
Friday 8:30am-4:30pm
Saturday 8:30am-12:30pm

M EDICAL ATTENTION

Bookstore is the Book Co-op
where you can buy and sell
used books. Their hours this
week will be from lO:OOa.m. to
7:30p.m.

Get your tickets

AIDS hotline

You've heard aoout the Dizzy
Gillespie concert this Friday
evening, hosted by WSU Artist
Series, but where do you buy
those coveted tickets. The
University Center Box Office
will be open this week from
9:00a.m. to 7:00 p.m. to
accommodate your entertain
ment needs!

Got questions about what
exactly AIDS is and hew one
gets it? There will be a
Campus Hotline for informa
tion and questions on AIDS.
The Hotline will be from 8:30
9:00a.m. each Monday. The
number to call is 873-2552.
This service in provided by
Health Services at 067 Allyn
Hall.

An alternative to the WSU

Craving something deliciously
satisfying for that gnawing
hunger? Consider one of
WSU's favorite grazing spots:
Rathskeller, 001 U.C.
11-lOp.m. starting 9/16
Bicycle Shop, Lower Level of
Millet
7:30-7p.m. Mon-Thurs.
7:30-3p.m. Friday
Allyn Hall Lounge, 1st Floor
7a.m.-9p.m. Mon-Thurs.
7a.m.-4p.m. Friday
University Center Cafe, 130
University Center
7a.m.-6:30p.m. Mon-Friday
11-6:30 p.m. Sat-Sunday

The Student Health Services
Wellness Resource Center will
be hosting an OPEN HOUSE
on Friday, September 18th and
and open to all students.
Activities will include blood
pressure checks, snacks and
balloons. Plan now to attend
and learn all you can about
your resource center to
wellness!

Got a medical emergency and
haven't got time wait for an
appointment? The Frederick
A. White Ambulatory Care
Center will be having walk-in
service from 5p.m. to 8p.m.
Monday-Friday, 1p.m. to 5p.m.
Sat. and Sun. The Center is
located on the WSU campus.

BooK Co-Or

Food for thought,
thoughts for food

Wellness Center

I NFORMATION VAN ON QUAD ON CALL

3uild
~on-'

After a summer full of
scheduling and registering, the
first day of the Fall quarter is
here. An so is the confusion
crowded lobbies, and newly
arriving students. The
registrar, bursar, information
center, as well as other
facilities, feel the crunch also.
To help alleviate some of the
pressure, the information
station was created by Student
Development.
An expansion of the Informa
tion Center, the Information

Station is specifically designed
to assist students needing help
with information pertinent to
the opening of school and
tions as class scheduling
changes, immediate room
changes, directions to primary
offices and appropriate parking
areas. The Station will be
located on the Quad, Septem
ber 16,17, and 18, from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The station will offer
brochures and orientation
packets on various organiza-

>m
•.

lions such as Expanding
·n·
Horizons, Greek Offices, th. ~
new Mini University, Omb~a .
man Office, and the lecture •Un:
Another feature added to~ u.
station this years is a raffle. d
Prizes included this year ari..-ri~n
tickets to movies and the arl; at:
series plus prizes from the l;un;
vcrsity Shoppes. The Info
Lion Center in Allyn Hall w,
also be double staffed durin.,,
the peak hours to accomm~M
all those needing assistance

!'he

W RITING CENTER AND HOTLINE
What should you do when you
have a paper due Friday and no
idea of where or how to start?
Come to the Writmg Center
located m 344 Allyn Hall. This
center is an excellent resource
for students regardless of their
field or level of experience.
Tutors will help student clients
(you) to work out a plan for a
prospective paper, edit a
completed paper and lend a
hand in strengthening any area
the student would like to

improve their writing skills.
Also, look for postings and
notices about the Writtng
Centers many workshops.
These small group meetings
cover such topics as essay
exams, AP A, MLA, and
Turabian documentation
styles, scholarship biographi
cal letters and sexist language.
In addition to tutors, the
Writing Center also has Apple
Computers available for
student use. In order to meet

1uil
those emergency questio~d ·
the center has a Hotline vill
number, 873-2158, that caiJ
grammar, punctuation,
mechanics, format, etc.., 1y
The hours for the Hotline n th
9-4 Mon-Fri. The Writingv
Mon-Tues. from 9a.m.-7p.
Weds-Thurs. from 9am.
Sp.m., and Friday from 9a
4p.rn.

LOCKERS FOR YOU

,._~o

''\-\'s

\'\~RS''

INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

A COLORFUL
AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS...

sweats, pants, shirts
skirts, jackets accessories
EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS OF

~beneUon
Town and Country
Dayton Mall

We're P roud to Announce
that our University Shoppe
location is now open
to serve you.
•Professional Dry Cleaning
•Shirt Laundry
• Allerations & Repairs
• Cuslon1 Tailoring

Pat~
TAJLOlllNG AND DUY CLEANING CO.

UNIVEnSITY SHOPPES
260 6 Col. GLENN HWY.
(Across from WSU)

426- 1025

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 7-6
Sal. 9-3

Need a place to store your
books and coat between
classes? Get your own locker
in the turtnels now before they
are all gone. Lockers are
located in the turtnels between
Rike and Allyn Hall, the
Medical Science B uilding and
Fawcett, and Oelman to Millet.
all lockers h ave combinations

•
•
Hunan Expres
CAJW.YOUT&DINE IN
6392 BUJUUWllJ'f llD.

.......... ,

PHONE: 266·65

MON·THOR 11 AM·ll:30 PM,J'IU 6BAT 11 AM-JI PM, BUN 11-11 Piii

DAILYLUNCH SPECIAL '2.9
- - - - - - - - - - - - • C O U P ON _______.,._.,,.,

FAMILY DINNER
2 OR MORE
PERS O NS

"

and there a few lockers for
visually impaired individu
that lets them provide their
own lock. all lockers are
for the school year. While
they last, you get your loc
by going to 103 Universit)
Center (by the candy coun
For more information, call
873-2922.

0000 lHnU SEPT 30

s1.50 OF
PER P ERSO N
WITH COUP O N

~ sunsTllUTIONS NOOIHEl1 courONS on ~PECIAlS ~::-.::..
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Basketball
Mon - Fri: 1pm - 2pm (Main
Gym)
Fri: lpm - 2pm (Aux Gym)
Mon
-Thurs: 7pm - lOpm
d"
>m
mg
~ri: 7:30 am - 1 pm
(Main Gym)
Mon: 7pm - lOpm (Aux Gym)
·~ices, th;. at: 11:30 am - 5:30 pm
• Omb~un: 12:30 pm - 5:30 pm
Sat: 12noon - 5pm (Main
lecture
Gym)
ded to ~ujpment Room Hours
No recreational basketball:
a raffle, oion -Thurs: Sam - lOpm
Sept. 17, 26; Oct
year are.'li: Sam - 7pm
10,17,21,24,27,31;
d the lll1;at: 12noon - 5pm
Nov 3,7,14,17,19,21, Dec. 1
elnfon_._____________________________________
m the ~un: Closed

OPEN REC HOURS FOR
FALL QUARTER
3uildjng Hours
\oion-Thurs: 7:30 am - 10:30

Hall w
d .

Squash*
Mon -Thurs: Sam - lOpm
Fri: Sam - 7pm
Sat: 12noon - 5pm

ANYTIDNG AT ALL?

sistance
sound and the public address
system will announce the need
to take shelter. Proceed by the
stairwells to the tunnel shelter
areas. Remain there until an
"all clear" announcement is
made.
Disabled persons should enter
the nearest stairwell and wait
there for rescue during fire and
other emergencies. When a
severe weather warning is
sounded, 'disabled persons may
details is availtal Health and
Safety Office, room 104 Health
Sciences Building.

You've probably walked by
and wondered what is was.
Now you can know! ESPM is
store in which you can
purchase all kinds of goodies
from Microsoft packages,
typewriters and computers to
plants and sweat suits. It's a
garage sale aficionados dream
come true. Check out the
goods in 050 Allyn Hall 
Mon., Thms, and Fri.. between
11-5 and Tues., and Weds.
between 11-7:30. ESPM
accepts cash or check.

from9
9a.m.- . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .

State Un\"ers\ty
Wr\ght \es presents
Art\st ser

•

DiZZY Gillespie
in concert
fr\day,

18 1987

septe":~~ Phys\cal
8 pm. t\on sund\ng
Educa

s

.
auon call the
For ticket inform BOX Office.
university center
873-2900 .
represented by
Dizzy G111esp1e IS Fesuvals corp
co1urnb13 }lo.rusts

Q_
(1C

llJ >tl°' tt>t' WP port
Qt>•O NU

01

mt

c ounn
Mt~!.

21ft'

L'{C~.,10lt

.1,.._ /Ill W')U ...c~tn c!""'Olllt>~'
C). 10 ~'

ITennis classes will meet in
the raquetball and squash
courts on
Mon, Wed, and Fri from 9am 2pm during inclement weather)
•It is requested reservations be
made for these activities.
Call S73-2920 after S:30arn
Mon - Fri. Students must
present validation cards and

WANT FUN WORK?

LOOKING FOR

co~MERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR SAFETY
lne necessity to evacuate a
>uilding will be signaled by
he building fire alarm system
md/or the building public
tddress system.
n such an event, move quickly
o the nearest exit and leave the
1uilding. Directional arrows
uestio~d illuminated "Exit" signs
tline vill guide you to the exits.
, that caiJpon leaving the building,
stions onove away - do not re-renter
·on,
he building until told to do so
etc... 1y emergency personnel.
Hotline :n the even of a severe weather
Writingvaming, outside sirens will
a.m.-7p.

Raquetball*
Mon, Wed: Sam - 5pm;
6:30pm - lOpm
Tues, Thurs: 12:30pm - lOpm
Fri: Sam - 7pm
Sat: 12noon - 5pm

faculty/staff must present
picture ID
card to secure reservations.
Swjroming
Mon. 8:00 am- 9:10 am All
areas
9:10 am - 10:00 am I lane,
shallow & deep ends
10:50 am- 1:00 pm All areas
1:50 pm- 2:30 pm All lanes &
shallow end
7:30 pm- 10:00 pm All areas
Tues. S:OO am- 2:30 pm; S:30
pm- 10:00 pm All areas
Wed. 8 :00 am- 9:10 am All
areas

Are you looking for excite
ment? Do you want to find
something interesting to do
1:50 pm- 2:30 pm All lanes
and shallow end
with that three hour break
Thurs. Sam- 9am All areas
between the end of yom 11
llam- 2:30pm All areas
o'clock and English 111 at 3 7
Consider the adventure of a
S:30pm- lOpm All areas
student employment career as a Fri. Sam- 9:10am All areas
writer, a photographer, layout
9:10arn- lOam I lane, shallow
technician, or one of the
&deep ends
business staff working for the
10:50am- !pm All areas
Daily Guardian. Develop your l:50pm-2:30pm All lanes &
skills in the areas of writing,
shallow end
photography, the latest in
Sat. 2pm- 5pm All areas
desktop publishing programs
Sun. lpm- 5pm All areas
- Aldus PageMaker© and
Adobe Illustrator© - or
No open rec. swimming: Nov.
advertising.
7, s. ll. 26 -29

Wei1#Room
Mon.- Thurs. 12:30pm
4pm; 7pm- lOpm
Fri. 12:30pm- 4pm
Sat 12:30pm- 5pm
Nautuilus Room
Mon., Wed. 9arn
10:50am; 12:30pm- 3pm;
7pm- 10pm
Tues., Thurs. 9am-llam;
12:30pm- 3pm; 7pm- lOpm
Fri. 9am- l0:50am;
12:30pm- 3pm
Voll~yball

Thurs. 7pm- lOpm Aux.
Gym
Sat l2pm- 5pm Aux.
Gym
No open rec. volleyball:
Nov. 7,21

Thnru.
Mon., Wed. 8am- 9arn
Main Gym
Please Note: Nov. 11, 26,
& 27 are holidays. The
building will be closed.
Please check for last minute
changes in the schedule!
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New skin substitute may help in skin grafts for burn victims/
By KRISTANN HARRIGAN
Associate Writer
Bum patients may now have
a viable alternative to normal
skin grafts which arc often
painful and are accompanied
by water loss and high risk
infection, as well as scarring.
Research currently conducted
by Barbara Hull, WSU
assistant professor of biological
sciences, may provide a better
prognosis for those requiring
bum treatment.
'This research differs form
other programs in that, instead
of attempting to develop a
"generic" skin, at the present
time, this is an effort to find a
faster method of growing a skin
substitute from the patient's
own cells, " Hull said. Hull
believes this will have a
considerably higher rate of
acceptance by the body.

"(The research) is an attempt
to maximize the amount of
artificial skin that is produced
from a given biopsy," she
stated.
The dermal layer, the inner
layer of skin, is made up prior
Lo patient use, and grown in the
laboratory from tissue cultures
from suitable donors. The
donor cells arc then, mixed
with a nutrient solution to
stimulate rapid cellular
reproduction. However, the
epidermal or the outer layer, is
grown at WSU from a tissue
from the patienL Skin samples
are then. taken from other
unburned areas of the person
needing the graft. These skin
samples are incubated for
several hours in an enzyme
bath. The epidermal cells are
then, separated by a mechanical
process, as sparsely as possible
and place on top of the dermal
layer grown in the laboratory.

Tuition rises faster than inflation
(CPS) - - Tuition
increased faster than the
inflation rate for the seventh
straight year, according to a
survey by the College Board
released August 9.
In its annual look at college
charges to students, the board
found four-year private schools
are now eight percent more
expensive than they were in the
fall of 1986.
Such schools are now costing
an average of $10,493 for
tuition.fees, room and board.
Four Year private schools
have raised tuition by eight
percent each of the last three
years, while four-year public
schools have boosted costs by
average rate of six percent
during the same time period.

Latest figures from the Office
of Management and Budget in
Washington, D.C. indicate the
inflation rate for 1987 may
rcach5.4%.
In 1986, prices nationwide
increased an average of 2.6%,
and have not increased by as
much as four percent in any
year since 1984.
Nevertheless, students at
four-year public institutions
will pay an average of $4,104
for school this fall, a six per
cent jump since 1986, the
College Board said.
Campus officials say they
need to raise tuition to
compensate for money they no
longer get from state legisla
tures and the federal govern
ment.

"It is important Lo cover as
large of an area as possible to
make the victim's own skin
cells go as far as possible, since
badly burned, (3rd degree),
persons cartnol afford to give
up large quantities of healthy
tissue for skin grafting. The
person who has received third
degree bums needs something
that will cover a large area of
the body," Hull explained.
"The primary purpose is to
save lives" she said. " Both
layers of the skin will bond
with.in three to four hours in
petri dis hes in the laboratory,
she added. "And the epidermal .
cells will divide producing a
'

good enough skin to be ready
to graft on to the patient within
three to four days.
"In five to seven days from
the time of grafting," she said,
"blood vessels are already
growing in the constructed bilayer skin within less than a
week."
There are many potential uses
for such skin replacements.
One is for people who have
cosmetic defects and desire to
look better. Another which is
vital for those using whcelchairs is in the treatment of
pressure sores, whereby an
introduction of healthy skin
cowl provide substantial
rehabilitation of the individual.

In addition the development of
the living skin offers an un
usual research opportunity to
study many important
questions like what parts of the
skin are involved with organ
rejection, a basic clement in
organ transfer. While this
procedure presents some
drawbacks (drawbacks that ar'!
consistent with normal grafting
procedures such as, skin
lacking pores, hair and pigmen
tation.), it docs however, repre
sent far Jess risk and lower cost
to the patient than the earlier
more painful type of grafting
procedure Hull believes.
"In the most extreme cases its
primary goal is to save lives,

particularly Lhosc with dia
and those who do not heal
rapidly." she emphasized.
Hull was part of a research
team at the Massachusetts N
Inslltute of Technology, Mn
which pioneered in the
Is
development of the living ~
substitute. She came Lo WS11;
four years ago and heads onine
only two research labs in .thcsta
country. The other 1s MIT.
The research Learn is now
working with laboratory mia It
hoping to speed up the proce
dure in order to apply it to ny
humans within possibly o
year.

Where your)tuition money goes at Wright State la
By Mike Dixon
Special Writer
Each quarter students must
pay tuition, which, means for
many students worrying about
where the $632 comes from
and not where it goes.
However, it is of interest to
many students exactly what
happens to their tuition monies.
The most often asked question
are what goes where and for
what purpose?
To get a clearer picture of
this breakdown, the term
monies must be defined.
Though WSU does acquire
funds through federal funding ,
nearly 93% comes from
Instructional and General fees,
or tuition. And this section of
the funding is broken down
into the following portions:
Departmental Instruction, the
largest cost by far, pays for the ,
departmental costs. from dean
and faculty salaries to

1

university satellites (WSU
Lake Campus), departmental
services to academic advising.
Institutional Support is the
second largest expense and

activities or facilities, he/she is
using the third largest portion
of the funds.
Plant Operation and
Maintenance is what keeps !M

offices of admission, regisblt
financial aid, developmental1ev
services. Handicapped
M
Services, Placement Servicc,r
and Student Employment aDut
ain
le

Ill

6.50%

Departmental
Instruction

~ Institutional Support

10.40%

as

•

~ Academic Support

fQj Plant Operation and
61 .50%

Maintenance

0
;takes care of the administrative
departments persormel payroll
bursars, budget), president and
vice presidents salaries, plus
parking, printing communica
tions, data processing, and
university division, the audio
visual or computer centers. or
take part in any of the club

426-4612

roof over students heads and
the grounds looking good.
Though this may seem more of
an initial cost than continual,
there is more to structural
security than paying contrac
tors once. Utility costs,
custodial services, as well as
maintenance and development
of the campus ovenll. Student
services compose the final
section in tuition costs. The

Student Services

belong to Student Services, 2
are there for students to util A
at anytime. The rem aining •
expenses, too minimal to
graph, are the Auxiliary
Enterprises (Bookstore,
Housing, Food Services), l •
Student Aid (scholarships,
fellowships, grants, work :. li
study), Public, Services
Degree Instruction), and :. i ·

"£'
·y.

(No:r

Research Projects.

Puzzle redacted due to
copyright
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Please Car Pool. We have a parking problem
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as/s the NCAA a grof.!p of strict disciplinarians or brute enforcers

lia
ial

d.

~arch

ly Todd Bunnell
~ssociate Writer

us Sote: The opinion herein Is

It
Is not necessarily that or the
1 5
8 ~1torla1 board of The Dally
W S lGuardian, or any of Us
IS oninemben. This column ls, as
fll s.he•tated, an opinion, and It
!T· mould be c:onsldered as such.
ow
I Mllthat of tbe columns author.

mia It's time for me to get up on
roceny old wooden soap bolt.
The NCAA bad suggested a
to
one .hree gune suspension of

0

Minnesota Gophers quarter
back Rickey Foggie, because
he accepted a $3S6 loan from
Larry Beckish, the offensive
coordinator for Minnesota.
He allegedly borrowed the
money in 198S. Why? For a
new car, maybe? Three
hundred fifty silt dollars
wouldn't even buy the
lransmission. Or how about
something sinista- such as
drugs or gambling or prostitu
lion? He borrowed the money
so he could buy an airline
ticket to go IO his
grandmother's funeral.

This one ranks right up there
with Ike quartci-back who was
suspended because his coach
shelled out the bail money to
get hi~ out of jail.
White SMU playci-s were
drivin& around in their new
Corvettes and Cris Carter was
getting a hcadstart on his NFL
profCSJional salary, the NCAA
has concenttater" on such trivial
matters.
Is a c!oach a coach twenty
four houn a day? Can't he be a
friend, too?
If Foggie borrowed the
money from his running baclc,

he wouldn't be in any viola
tion. But how many college
students have $3S6 to loan out
to any friend who needs it?
Obviously the loan wasn't a
pay-off but was a friendly and
sympathetic gesture.
The NCAA is too nitpicky on
the rules. When a player signs
the NCAA forms he must feel
as if they have dibs on his first
bom if they can only guess
"Rumpelstiltskin."
And with the.NCAA
attorneys, they'll probably be
able to go through every file
available and find out when

olitical

Continued from page 2
nd political science arc four
iberal arts minors being
. ffered at this year at Wright
gistntate. This brings to a total of
entalleven minors available.

business minors. This gives
them a better chance in finding
a job," said F. Richard Swann,
assistant to the Dean. "Liberal

~

& School Supplies

FREE PEN

What's next for the NCAA?
How about grounding players
because their coach bought
them a too eltpensive Christmas present?

All Tanning "Specials

General Education require
ments of 100- 200 level
courses.
"Each minor helps to give
students something they like
and enjoy but do not have
enough interest to major in it ,"
Swann said.

to all Wright State Students
between Sam and 3pm
4787 Burkhardt Rd. Suite 200
Horold

252-9232

Qooks

The NCAA has a lo"g list of
mumbo-jumbo regulations,
such as an athlete is ineligible
if a visit to the campus lasted
longer than 48 hours. lf
someone stayed 48 hours, one
minute, an official would be

there to tell him to take a hike.
The NCAA bylaws must
outweigh the Constitution
because the athlete's rights are
taken away. llley're subject to
answer to the NCAA for
an~. After their name goes
on the letter of intent, the
NCAA owns them and is able
to tell them what and what not
to do.

25% Off

400 level as opposed to

Bring this coupon
and receive a

said-athlete lost his first baby
tooth.
Even honest student-athletes
aren't immune from the NCAA
ridiculous "gotcha-bug." Steve
Alford watched a few games
from the stands because he
posed on a calendar, whose
proceeds went to charity.

Wagner _ ~
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Koch wears many hats as driving force behind Student Affairs
By Jeff Burnett
Special Writer
As Wright State students
begin classes, their on
campus activities will be
greatly affected by the
Student Affairs Office. The
driving force in this

organization is its vice
president, Elenore Koch.
Although many students are
not familiar with her, she is
involved with many depart
ments from Admissions to the
Co-op program, and virtually
everything in between.
Through the Admissions
department, Koch is familiar

with prospective srudents
before they ever begin classes.
'The Admissions Office has a
tracking system, such that we
can Jog into a computer system
every piece of information
concerning a potential student,"
Koch said. "This allows us to
chart the progress of the
student's enrollment so we can

assist him or her in making a
smooth transition to college
life."
Another major concern of
Student Affairs is the Housing
Department. Although Wright
State is primarily a commuter
school, there is increasing
demand for on-campus
housing. The facilities

long-range goal to remodel~
University Center and the \SS
Physical Education building
into one larJe student union, A
which would remain open i&.
perhaps 2:00 a.m. to assist : fi
students in many of their n~iv ·
We're also planning to inst~a
small general store in the ro
Forest Lane community
10
building which would stock B
many articles not carried by :>u
bookstore. We also recognize
need to be able to serve mollte ·
people with our food servicex
With this in mind, a long-rarn
plan is to enlarge either the
University Center cafeteria,t
.1av
Allyn Hall lounge, or the Bil
WO
Shop"
·
.
he
Through her experiences, ve
Koch holds a great deal' of hi
for and confiden~e in presennd
and future Wright State
students. "We are expectingn
ourlargestenrollmentever.ny
Every year the quality of 0111 B
students get stronger and 11
In spite of its many current
stronger. I look forward eves
responsibilities, Koch said
year to b igger and better
Student Affairs has even more opportunities for them thrOll(
plans for the future. 'There is a Student Affairs," she said.

available to meet this need are
Hamilton Hall, Forest Lane,
and The Woods, which are
under further expansion.
"We have a network of
assistance to aid in placing a
resident in the appropriate
housing location to best meet
his needs," Koch said. 'The
Housing Office in the Univer
sity Center is available to help
the student find housing, deal
with an on-campus move, etc.
We also hope to increase the
amount of program support to
the Woods."
Student Affairs is also
involved with aiding any
student who has a desire to
travel internationally. "We
have an international student
exchange program. This is an
extracurricular program
whereby the student can travel
to either Brazil, Japan, or China
for a five week international
experience," Koch explained.

OPERATION: RIDESHARE commences
Tired of circling the parking
lots trying to find a spot? An
easy solution: Operation: Ride
share
Operation: Rideshare! offers
free ride matching of other
WSU Students in your area. It
can save you money and time
looking for a parking spot.
To join Operation: Ride
share! complete a WSU Trans
portation Application, available
through your student mailbox
in Allyn Hall Lounge during
the week of September 20th or
at the Student Government
Office, 033 University Center
and Student Development
Office, 122 Student Services
and return it to either office b

Boss
Continued from page 3

STARTS EVERYWHERE"'FRTDAY: SEPT. 18

Like Springsteen said in the
book, "I guess that the rock
band is a public service
situation. And I felt that
essentially when it cam down
to it, that was my idea from the
very beginning, because that's
where my roots came from.
The people that I admired most
were people who did that or
~d to do that or made that
attempt. They did not back
down. Or tum away. They tohk•
it as far as they could take it.
For better or for worse."

Friday, October 2, 1987. Di
Cloutier, a Rideshare repres
tative can answer all of your
questions at the Information
Van on the Quad during the Vri
first week of classes and at 1'°
Student Government table at<>g
the Club Fair on September VS
30th.
Ce
The information will be
compiled and a list with n~
and phone numbers of othen-0
your area will be mailed to ~as
within one week.
Operation: Rideshare! is d·
sponsored by Student Govcimd
ment and the Miami Valley
Regional Planning Commis·;
ne
sion.

>e

itu
"Glory Days" is 478 pageq
long and has several picture!
throughout the book. It can tna
bought or ordered in most
bookstores. Its author, Dave
Marsh, is currently an editor
Rock & Roll ConfidenJial:
has been an editor at Rolling
Stone, the Village Voice

Creem.
J-le is the author of the bel
se}ling ~k, "Born To Run
lrnd eighi: other books. His
record reviews are syndica
in over 200 newspapers.
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~aumer

looks to balance and veterans to make Raider cross country competitive

remodel ~ryan Ellis_
md the ~ssociate Writer
. building
:1"1t union, As the Wright State Cross
m 0~ lll;ountry team prepares to open
0 assist ts first season in the NCAA
f their
. .on I, Ra.i'der coach Milee
. nfk.
·11v1s1
~ to msla\aumer looks for bright things
m the rom both his men and
mmen's teams.
unity
uld stock Baumer looks for his
llrried byourteen-man men's team to be
recognizery competitive as a result of
erve molli.eir balance of veteran
~d servicexperience and youthful
~ long-rarnthusiasm.
thafer ~e In fact, Baumer said, "We
etena t
&
•
•
d
' 1ave iour returrung seruors an
or the Bilwo juniors who should provide
.
he experience and leadership
iences, ve need as well as our
~cal' ofh1etuming sophomores who act
1Il presennd train like juniors. This
tate . earn is also probably the most
xpectmg nthusiastic team I've had in
. t ever. ny four years coaching."
of our Bawner said that the 1987
and nen should be led by the trio of
ward evei

Sam Studebaker, Dave Lee,
and Steve Perez, each of whom
gained valuable experience and
showed much improvement
during the 1986 season.
The women's team also looks
strong to Baumer as they
prepare to open the 1987 cross
country season.
The women are led by the
foursome of Jeannie M uir,
Lindie Keaton, Shelley Bauer,
and Gemi Sasson, who are all
returning letter wirmers from
last season. Coach B awner also
looks for leadership and

rurmers to continue because
they've faced strong Division I
competition in the past and
done fairly well. Baumer also
looks for continued improve
ment of times as well, saying,
"Both the men's and women's
teams should run stronger as
the season progresses. I look
for many times to be dropped
and personal best times set"

Still, coach Baumer is
realistic about his chances at
post season play; "[ don't think
we can compete nationally as a
team this year, but there still
exists the chance that an
individual could surprise
people and qualify nationally."
Finally, the coach refl~led
on the status of the cross
country program and evaluated

his own coaching methods.
Baumer said, "I think that both
our cross country program and
my coaching has vastly
improved in my four years and
is well-representative of the
university. I am particularly
proud of my athletes as
students, because all but one
quarter my team has finished in
the top six teams in grade point

averages at the university and
last year we finished first and
second."
As far as his coaching
theories, Baumer said. "I try to
prepare my rurmers to run well
after college, as well as to
compete as a team, and I'm
proud to say the majority still
do compete after they leave
here."
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To Run
ks. His
syndicatc
pers.

Don't forget to
cast your ballot for
or against
'
B-Street.
See the Comics.
'
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Zenith
Data
Systems
at
404-446-6170
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New faces make up this year's student Inedia directors
By Michael McClure

been made at The Daily
G11aTdian. The most notic.eable
additions are the new desk top

Special Writer

publishing programs, Aldus
PageMalcer, and Adobe
Illustrator, and the new Apple
Macintosh SE computers. This
new system will provide
writers and staff members with
"in house computer training."
Wissinger wants to avoid the
"one person being the teacher"
method of writing, and assures
all writers that they are equal,
even though they may develop
different writing critiques.
Wissinger is currently
working on improving his
visual communication skills
and hopes to become a creative
director. He would also like to
find a job containing a
University. Two years ago,
Wissinger became the associate combination of graphics
editor of Nexus, and last year
business, public relations, and
he served as editor. Wissinger
advertising.
has also received his profes
The Daily Guardian is a
sional writing certificate.
student run daily newspaper
Many additions have already
that provides the WSU

Fall quarter is a time of
progress and change. The .
weather nuns cooler, students
begin another school year, and
the Daily Guardian, Nexus, and
WWSU hire new directors.
Vance I. Wissinger Jr., a
senior philosophy major, is the
new editor of The Daily
G114Tdian. Before arriving at
Wright State University,
Wissinger was an eight year
professional bass guitar
musician for a group called
'"The Pulse." He later received
his associate degree in
philosophy from Miami

I

community with important up
to date information in and
around Wright State Univer
sity. All WSU students are en
couraged to participate as
writers, staff members, or as
"letter to the editor" writers.
Nexus, a WSU student
published magazine now in its
twenty-third year.of publica
tion, has a new editor, Rebecca
Edgerton.
Edgerton is a senior English
major and has worked at WSU
since 1978 as a technical
writer, a free lance editor, and
as a former Nexus associate
editor.
She plans to continue with
the improvements made a year
ago while Wissinger was
editor. The improvements
were, she said, enhanced
quality of publishing and the
professional look of the Nexus
magazine. However, Edgerton
would like to see some changes
made such as: replacing the

I

Rebecca Edgerton, Nexus editor, and associate editor, Ron Sparks, already
hard at work on the fall Issue. Photo by Mike McClure.

Volley

ence school, 14-16, 13-15, 8-15. next and won the match in five
long games;12-15, l5-10, 5 -15,
"Against Michigan we
Continued from page 14
passed 92% and served 97%
15-7, and 15 -5.
blocks and soloing for a third. accurately. The only reason we
Schoenstcdt said that the key
Schoenstedt said that some
lost was the hitters and setter
to the Syracuse match was the
of the Raider's problems were were not clicking," Schocnstedt play of freshman Micki Harris
said.
in the fourth and fifth games.
due to the Metros strong
Things did start to click for
serving.
"Micki made Syracuse
Wright State when they
"They had some strong
changed their game and hit
defeated Cleveland State 15-8,
servers on their team and we
around her. When we didn't
15-7, and 15-6.
had a lot of difficulty passing
stuff them in the middle, we
the ball effectively."
Schoenstedt said that Harness dug up their line shots."
put on a hitting clinic against
Schoenstedt said.
Wright State's passing
improved over the weekend as Cleveland State.
"The team appears more
they traveled to
confident now that they've won
"We were setting an inside
Cleveland to meet the Univer
shot to Shelly to move their
a couple of matches."
sity of Michigan, ,S~Jii,\C, ~ midd~~ blocker out,". ~c:_~o~ - "Som~times1 >:o~~~d- l~ get .
host Cfeve!Jllld sl:U~-1~ ;;\,~~·"But ~ey did not nl\ve the fcchng th~t,~m ~
ClevelandI'nvitationaJ. .-~
'anyoAeexperienced enough lo''\ beforelyou wID, s~~t .
Wright State met Michigan
fjlce her so a lot of times she
said. .
.
first and played well despite
was hitting unopposed."
Wnght State meets Franklin
losing to the Big Ten ConferThe Raiders faced Syracuse
at 7 p.m. on Th1U'sday.
.!;.__

--~~ ·
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Vance Wissinger, Jr. works on the editorial page at his desk.
Photo by Mike McClure.
newsprint with a better quality
of paper and obtaining a dot
matrix printer for the Nexus
computer.
As for long term goals,
Edgerton would like to become
a "great American novelist or
poet" and possibly edit fiction
and poetry by other writers.
She would also like to write "a
lot of fiction and short stories."
Edgerton is pleased to have
Ron Sparks, associate editor,
and Sheila Morris, special
editor, on the Nexus staff.
Nexus publishes three
magazines of literature and fine
arts a year, one in the fall,

winter, and spring quarters, and
provides a forum for writers
and students. Although
submissions do not have to be
affiliated with WSU, Edgerton
would like them to be.
WWSU, Daytons only
alternative rock, alternative

ATIENTION! Past, Present and
Future Ambassador Exchange
Students of JAPAN, BRAZIL , and
CHINA. Ambassador Club Meeting
op Monday, SeJltember 28 in room
#Ms~c. at 5:30 pm.

HIRING! Federal government
PROFESSOR want It typed?
$1.50 per page, computer storage . . in your area and overseas. Ml
Revisions 50 cents per page. also immediate openings wtthout
theses, manuscripts, resumes,
waiting list or test. $15-68,00J
coverletters. Call Eileen evenings
Phone call refundable. (602)
at 256-1830.
8885. Ext.4242.
\

September 23 - September 30
Looking for something worthwhile?
New Service Club! Wright State
Big Brothers/ Big
Sisters 1st meeting Wednesday
September 30,1987 7:00 p.m. 034
Millett.

FREE PARTY WSU Ski Clubs
END of Summer JAM Ill 12pm to
1am SATURDAY 19th Details at
meeting Thursday 9:30pm 045
Universtty Center

September 16 - September 22 Big
~rot he~ !sn~ ~atching! 200 ~ids
3.f_e ~mg! Big Brothers~ B1ai
SISt~ ne~ded! 1st meeting-,
Wednesday Sep~ember 30,1987
7:00 p.m. 034 Millett.

~

...

jazz, progressive music radio
station, has a new program
director, David Lane.
Lane is currently a sopho
more communication major
and has prior experience with
WWSU. He plans to malce
several changes for WWSU
which include schedulin~

personnel. "We lose emplo
and gain new ones," he
explained. Changing the 11
of WWSU to more "radica
music and redesigning the
interior of the radio statioc
also on Lane's agenda.
Lane's long term goals
include a possible career i
broadcasting, and becomi
program director of anotil
radio station.
WWSU needs voluntee
and, according to Lane, Jll
station is composed of "l~
lunatics that like to be hai

STUDENT LOANS,
SCHOLARSHIPS no Credtt o
·cosigner Req.. call Stan (SH
475-6800

Child Care Specialist: Imme
opening, 3 daysiWk, caring ta
UNIQUE Way To MEET PEOPLE pre-school .aged children. P1'
&To MAKE NEW FRIENDS .
EDE/Spec. Educ. major, orci
Computer BBS Supporteq_But ~~I_ .p.elSOO"Wqh ~om~ qoursewo~·
Required. Write FBBS P.(\l.Box
human ~rvipe fi;I~ Must ha!
412 Dayton 45405 Or Call\898
own transportation or live onl
0028 FRIENDSHIP BULLETIN
line. Call Gene at 433-3396
BOARD SERVICES
(evenings)

•
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By Leigh Rubin
DON'T BE SAD 5()-J
~ 8.JRE RALPH wiLL
~HAPPY WTt-1 HIS

FRtENDS /N F13N HEAVEN.
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LAW

.

and VISA SERVICES
FUAD B. NASRALLAH
Law Offices
Proven Experience:
• Immigrant Visas
• Temporary Workers
• Investors and IntraCompany Transfers
• Students & Trainees
• Change of Status
• Political Asylum and
Refugee Cases
• U.S. Citizenship
Services In:
Naturalization
• English
• Extensions of Stay
• Arabic
• Relative Visa Petitions
• French
• Labor Certifications
• Spanish
• Exclusions and Deportations
• Italian
• Among

Q_
thers

513/224-8200
18 West First Street

Dayton, Ohio

